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ON REAL LAGRANGIANS IN QUINTIC THREEFOLDS
HU¨LYA ARGU¨Z AND THOMAS PRINCE
Abstract. Let X be a quintic threefold. A choice of crepant resolution of the mirror
to X determines a Lagrangian fibration on X, which carries a natural real structure. We
study the topology of the real locus L, which is a Lagrangian submanifold of X. We show
that the mod 2 cohomology of L has rank 101 in degrees 1 and 2, independently of the
choice of resolution, and compute detailed information about the integer cohomology of
L. We relate the mod 2 cohomology of L, via work of Batyrev, to Hodge numbers. We
investigate the long exact sequence introduced by Castan˜o-Bernard–Matessi in this con-
text, in particular describing the image of the connecting homomorphism in this sequence
in terms of a mod 2 tropical cycle.
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1. Introduction
The celebrated Strominger–Yau–Zaslow (SYZ) conjecture [41] relates the complex ge-
ometry of a Calabi–Yau threefold with integral affine geometry on a three-dimensional real
manifold, the base of a conjectural special Lagrangian torus fibration. Although the con-
struction of special Lagrangian submanifolds is a notoriously difficult problem of geometric
analysis, this perspective has nonetheless given rise to substantial progress in understand-
ing mirror symmetry.
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2 HU¨LYA ARGU¨Z AND THOMAS PRINCE
In one direction one can weaken the conditions on the torus fibration: Ruan [35–37],
Gross [18–20], and Haase–Zharkov [29] have constructed integral affine manifolds together
with topological or Lagrangian torus fibrations on Calabi–Yau toric complete intersections,
compatible with the mirror pairs constructed by Batyrev and Borisov [6, 7]. In another
direction one can consider instead the toric degenerations introduced by Gross–Siebert [25],
and obtain the general fiber of a toric degeneration as a torus fibration. We discuss the
connection of these to torus fibrations in Appendix A.
In many cases, these torus fibrations carry a canonical anti-holomorphic involution on
the total space; the fixed point locus of such an involution is a Lagrangian submanifold.
Regarded as involutions on the general fiber of a toric degeneration, these were defined in
work of Siebert and the first named author [1]. Such involutions have also been considered,
in the context of Lagrangian torus fibrations, by Castan˜o-Bernard–Matessi–Solomon [12].
This builds on earlier work by Castan˜o-Bernard–Matessi [9,10], who constructed and anal-
ysed symplectic versions of the topological fibrations introduced by Gross [18,19]. The real
locus of an anti-symplectic involution is a real Lagrangian submanifold and the study of
such Lagrangians provides an algebro-geometric path to the Fukaya category. For previous
work in this direction, without degenerations, see [13,14,34,40].
In this article we restrict our attention to the important, and intensively studied, example
of the quintic threefold X. We consider a torus fibration f : X → B, introduced by Gross
in [19], where B is homeomorphic to the three-sphere S3. It was shown in [9] that this
fibration is Lagrangian. In § 3 below we review the construction of the real locus LR in
this fibration as a multi-section over B. We then prove the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let LR ⊂ X be the real locus. Then LR has two connected components.
LR = LR
∐
S3
where S3 is the three-sphere and LR is a 7-to-1 branched cover of B ' S3, branched along
the discriminant locus ∆ ⊂ B of B as an affine manifold. Moreover:
(1) H1(LR,Z2) ∼= Z1012 .
(2) H1(LR,Z) ∼= Z2, and the torsion group of H2(LR,Z) is 2-primary.
Proof. The description of LR as a multi-section is given in § 3, Lemma 3.2. Item 1 is The-
orem 4.7. Item 2 follows immediately from the second spectral sequence in the statement
of Theorem 7.3. 
In § 5 we pursue the 3-manifold topology of other real Lagrangians. In particular, we
observe that flipping the triangulation P of B, and the operation of conifold transition,
defined on the level of affine structures by Castan˜o-Bernard–Matessi, induce Dehn surg-
eries on the real Lagrangian LR. A choice of a triangulation P of B amounts to a choice
of a maximal projective crepant partial (MPCP) resolution of the mirror – see § 2. In
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particular, a flip of the complex (B,P), defined as in Definition 5.1, corresponding to
moving between different choices of triangulations of B, amounts to moving between dif-
ferent choices of MPCP resolutions of the mirror. We show the following in Proposition 5.3
and Theorem 5.7.
Theorem 1.2. Let LR ⊂ X be the real locus on the quintic as in Theorem 1.1.
(1) Let f : X → B be a Lagrangian torus fibration on X. Then flipping the triangulation
on B induces a Dehn surgery with coefficient 1/2 on LR.
(2) The dimension of H1(LR,Z2) is independent of the choice of the MPCP resolution
of the mirror quintic.
We then study a long exact sequence introduced by Castan˜o-Bernard–Matessi in [9],
which links the mod 2 cohomology groups of LR and the affine Hodge groups of X. By
construction, LR is a multi-section of the fibration f : X → B, and we denote the restriction
of f : X → B to LR by pi : LR → B. From the Leray spectral sequence for pi we have that
H•(B, pi?Z2) ∼= H•(LR,Z2).
Moreover, the sheaf pi?Z2 fits into the short exact sequence (6.1). The connecting homo-
morphism
(1.1) β : H1(B,R2f?Z2)→ H2(B,R1f?Z2).
in the induced long exact sequence is given by a map relating the mod 2 affine Hodge groups
H1(B,R2f?Z2) and H1(B,R2f?Z2) to the cohomology groups of LR; and we refer to [26,39]
for details on the relation between affine, log, and ordinary Hodge groups. The map β in
Equation (1.1) is somewhat mysterious, defined entirely using properties of the group
SL3(Z2), but we can exploit the C˘ech complex we constructed previously to describe the
image of β as a mod 2 tropical cycle. Here we use the notion of tropical cycle introduced by
Ruddat–Siebert in [38]; similar notions were considered in [11,42]. We obtain the following
result in Lemma 6.2 and Proposition 6.3.
Theorem 1.3. Let f : X → B be a Lagrangian torus fibration on the quintic. The image
of β : H1(B,R2f?Z2) → H2(B,R1f?Z2) is one-dimensional. Moreover, a choice of rep-
resentative of the non-trivial class in its image corresponds to a (mod 2) tropical 1-cycle
in B. The support of this tropical cycle is homotopy equivalent to the wedge of three circles
– see § 6. Both the rank of β and the tropical cycle representing the unique non-zero class
in im(β) are independent of the chosen triangulation of B.
In § 7 we study the correspondence between generators of mod 2 cohomology groups
of the real Lagrangian LR ⊂ X and the integral points on the faces of the polytopes
defining B: see Proposition 7.6. Combining this with results of Batyrev, on computation
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of Hodge numbers via counts of integral points on B [6, Theorem 4.3.1], proves
dimH1(LR,Z2) = h1,2(X).
This connection suggests a more general relationship between the ranks of the mod 2
cohomology groups of the real Lagrangians and Hodge groups of Calabi-Yau threefold
hypersurfaces. This will be the focus of future work.
——————————————————————
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2. Integral affine manifolds with singularities
In this section we review integral affine manifolds with singularities and polyhedral sub-
divisions on them. Throughout the section, we fix the lattices M = Zn, N = HomZ(M,Z)
and denote by MR = M ⊗Z R, NR = N ⊗Z R the associated real vector spaces. We set
Aff(M) := M oGLn(Z),
the group of integral affine transformations of M .
Definition 2.1. Let (X,ω) be a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold and
f : X → B
a holomorphic map with connected fibers onto B. We call f a regular Lagrangian fibration
if the fibers are Lagrangian. More generally, f is called a Lagrangian fibration if it restricts
to a regular Lagrangian fibration over an open dense set
B0 ⊆ B,
and the set ∆ = B \B0 defined as
∆ = {b ∈ B | rank dfx < n for some x ∈ f−1(b)}
is called the discriminant locus of a Lagrangian fibration.
The base B of a Lagrangian fibration admits the structure of an integral affine manifold
with singularities induced from f : X → B.
Definition 2.2. An integral affine structure on an n-dimensional manifold B is given by an
open cover {Ui} on it, along with coordinate charts ψi : Ui →MR, with transition functions
in
Aff(M) = M oGLn(Z).
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An integral affine manifold with singularities is a manifold B, admitting an integral affine
structure on a subset
B0 := B \∆
for a subset ∆ ⊂ B which is a union of submanifolds of B of codimension at least 2. The
union of these submanifolds is called the discriminant locus of the affine structure.
The discriminant locus of a Lagrangian fibration corresponds to the discriminant locus
of the integral affine structure, and the monodromy of the integral affine structure is
determined by the holonomy of f , which we discuss in detail in § 3. We shall impose strong
conditions on B throughout this article; in particular all the integral affine manifolds with
singularities we consider are simple.
2.1. The simple case. Given an integral affine manifold with singularities, we can outline
a topological approach to the SYZ conjecture. First we form the torus fibration
f0 : X0 := T
?B0/Λ˘→ B0,
where Λ˘ ⊂ T ?B0 is the canonical covariant lattice of integral cotangent vectors. We then
attempt to construct a ‘good’ compactification of f0; that is, a space X, and map f which
fit into the following commutative diagram.
(2.1) X0
f0

  // X
f

B0
  ι // B.
This approach to topological mirror symmetry is described carefully in [2, Chapter 6] and,
using slightly different notation, in [19]. In general it is not clear which compactifications
f : X → B should be considered ‘good’, or how to dualize such a compactification properly.
Therefore we restrict to the case of simple integral affine manifolds with singularities,
introduced in [25, Definition 1.60]: an indecomposability condition on the local affine
monodromy around the discriminant locus of the affine manifold. Importantly, in three-
dimensions there are explicit local models for the compactification f : X → B, as described
in [2, Chapter 6]. We summarise the local models of this compactification in § 3. Moreover,
in this case the dual fibration of f is proposed to be given by a similar compactification of
the torus bundle
f˘0 : R
1f0?(R/Z)→ B \∆,
using the same explicit local models.
We also make use of a related notion, that of G-simplicity.
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Definition 2.3. A T n-fibration f : X → B is G-simple, for G an abelian group, if
i?R
pf0?G = R
pf?G
for all p, where Rpf0?G, respectively R
pf?G, is the sheaf associated to the presheaf on B0,
respectively on B, given by U 7→ Hk(f−10 (U), G), respectively U 7→ Hk(f−1(U), G).
The condition of G-simplicity implies that the cohomology of the singular fibres is de-
termined by the monodromy of the local system Rqf0?G on B0, and is isomorphic to the
monodromy invariant part of the cohomology of a nearby non-singular fibre. This condition
is crucial to relate the cohomology of X with the one of the dual fibration. In general one
can construct G-simple compactifications of f0 : X0 → B0 from an integral affine manifold
with singularities B which is simple, according to [25, Definition 1.60]. Moreover, in di-
mensions less than or equal to three the notions coincide, and simplicity of B is equivalent
to the R-simplicity of a particular compactification f : X → B, see [2, Proposition 6.4.3].
2.2. Maximal triangulations. The notion of polyhedral subdivision or triangulation is
central to the study of mirror symmetry via integral affine structures. When working with
integral affine structures related to toric Calabi–Yau complete intersections such decompo-
sitions may be obtained from maximal triangulations of the dual pair of reflexive polytopes
associated with the corresponding toric variety. We refer to [24] for more details on this
subject.
Definition 2.4. A maximal triangulation of a polytope Ξ ⊂ MR is a simplicial decom-
position of Ξ, such that the set of 0-simplices is equal to the set integral points Ξ ∩M .
A triangulation is projective if there exists a strictly convex height function hΞ : MR → Z
which is linear on each simplex τ ∈ TΞ, where TΞ denotes the affine tangent space of Ξ.
We recall the following proposition of Gelfand, Kapranov, and Zelevinski, [30, Proposi-
tion 3], which provides maximal projective triangulations for arbitrary integral polyhedra
Ξ.
Proposition 2.5. Let Ξ ⊂MR be a lattice polytope. Then there exists a maximal projective
triangulation on Ξ.
A maximal projective triangulation of a lattice polytope Ξ also defines an induced tri-
angulation on the boundary ∂Ξ. In the case that Ξ is a reflexive polytope, there is toric
morphism induced by the (identity) map of fans Σ˜Ξ → ΣΞ. Here Σ˜Ξ is the fan over faces
of the triangulation of ∂Ξ, and ΣΞ is the fan over faces of Ξ. Moreover this morphism is a
projective and crepant partial resolution of singularities [6, Theorem 2.2.24]. We refer to
these morphisms maximal projective crepant partial (MPCP) resolutions.
One of the important consequence of the existence of maximal projective subdivisions,
and the reason we will restrict our attention to them, is that the integral affine manifolds
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endowed with such decompositions are simple, [20, Theorem 3.16]. We now describe the
connection between MPCP resolutions and the construction of an integral affine structure
in the case of our central example, B ∼= ∂∆P4 .
2.3. The Quintic threefold. We describe the base B of a fibration of the quintic threefold
as an integral affine manifold with simple singularities and the polyhedral decomposition
P on B, see also [17, § 19.3], and [9, Example 6]. Let ∆P4 be the moment polytope of the
toric variety P4, with the usual anti-canonical polarization. ∆P4 is the 4-simplex given by
the convex hull of the points
P1 = (−1,−1,−1,−1)
P2 = (4,−1,−1,−1)
P3 = (−1, 4,−1,−1)
P4 = (−1,−1, 4,−1)
P5 = (−1,−1,−1, 4).
We set B := ∂∆P4 , the boundary of ∆P4 . Thus B is the union of 5 tetrahedra, glued
pairwise to each other along a common triangular face, which we illustrate in Figure 3.1.
Note that B contains ten triangular faces, ten edges, and five vertices. Also note that B
is homeomorphic to a 3-sphere.
Let σijk denote the triangular face of ∆P4 spanned by the vertices Pi,Pj, and Pk. Fix
a regular triangulation of each face σijk (such that the vertices of this triangulation are
the integral points of σijk). Let ∆ijk be the union of the one dimensional cells in the
first barycentric subdivision of this triangulation which do not contain an integral point
of σijk. We illustrate ∆ijk (for one choice of triangulation) in Figure 2.1 in red; while
the triangulation of σijk is displayed in black. Fixing the choice of triangulation shown in
Figure 2.1 on every triangular face determines an integral affine manifold with singularities
B. We fix any choice of (maximal, integral) triangulation P which extends the chosen
triangulation of the faces σijk.
Finally we set the discriminant locus
∆ :=
⋃
i,j,k
∆ijk
The affine structure on B0 := B \ ∆ is described in [17, p. 157]. There are two sorts
of vertices of ∆: the vertices that are in the interior of a triangular face, which we refer
to as negative vertices ; and the vertices that are in the interiors of edges, which we refer
to refer as positive vertices, following the convention used in [9, p. 241]. We describe the
monodromy of the affine structure around each type of vertex in more detail in § 3.
Note that the polyhedral subdivision on B = ∂∆P4 is maximal projective. There are, of
course, many choices of such subdivisions on B = ∂∆P4 . Moreover any choice of maximal
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Figure 2.1. The discriminant locus on a triangular face.
projective triangulation corresponds to a choice of a crepant resolution of a hypersurface
in the toric variety associated to the fan over the faces of ∆P4 – the mirror proposed
in [8,16]. All such crepant resolutions of the mirror hypersurface are related to each other
by applying flops to the subdivision as described in § 5. In § 5 we show that the ranks of
the mod 2 cohomology groups of the real Lagrangians in the quintic threefold we compute
throughout this paper are independent of this choice of the maximal projective subdivision
on B.
3. The real locus as a multisection
We are now in a position to introduce our main actors. This section has considerable
overlap with [9, Section 2]. In particular we use similar notation to that used in [9],
although we refer to the real locus as LR, and the restriction of the torus fibration f to LR
as pi.
Starting from the integral affine manifold with singularities B described in § 2.3, we
describe the topological torus fibration f : X → B, and the canonical involution it carries.
The topological structure of this fibration is explained in several places, and we particularly
refer to [2, 10] for concrete accounts of this fibration. The compactification we describe
here is the well-behaved torus fibration constructed by Gross in [19]. Well-behavedness is a
slightly stronger assumption than Z-simplicity, and for details we refer to [19, § 1]. While
we do not recall the full definition of the map f given in [19] we briefly recall a description
of the fibres used in the compactification.
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Figure 3.1. Positive and negative vertices of ∆.
(1) If p ∈ ∆ is a point which is not a vertex of ∆, then f−1(b) is homeomorphic to the
product of a pinched torus with S1.
(2) If p ∈ ∆ is a positive vertex, that is a vertex of ∆ contained in an edge of ∂∆P4 , then
f−1(b) is homeomorphic to S1 × S1 × S1/ ∼ where (a, b, c) ∼ (a, b, c) if (a, b, c) =
(a, b, c), or a = a = 1; and where S1 is identified with the unit circle in C. This is
a three dimensional analogue of a pinched torus and χ(f−1(b)) = 1.
(3) If p ∈ ∆ is a negative vertex, that is a vertex of ∆ contained in the relative interior
of a 2-face of ∂∆P4 , then f
−1(b) is homeomorphic to S1 × S1 × S1/ ∼, where
(a, b, c) ∼ (a, b, c) if (a, b, c) = (a, b, c) or a = a = 1, b = b, or a = a, b = b = 1. The
singular locus of this fibre is a figure eight, and χ(f−1(b)) = −1.
We illustrate B, together with some positive and negative vertices in Figure 3.1. There
is a canonical anti-symplectic involution on each fibre of f0 : X0 → B0 is given by taking
x 7→ −x, see [12] for a more detailed discussion of this involution. The fixed points of
this involution can be represented as the eight half-integral points in the unit cube with
opposite faces identified. This involution extends over fibres f−1(p) for p ∈ ∆, by taking
the orbit space of the Z2 or Z32 (depending on whether ∆ is trivalent at p) action on the
8 half-integral points in a nearby fibre defined by monodromy around loops around the
branches of ∆ meeting p. We let LR denote the fixed point locus of this involution on the
space X.
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Definition 3.1. Fix a point b ∈ B \ B0. Let γ : S1 → B be a loop based at b and let
U1, . . . , Un be a finite cover of the image of γ. Denote by A
−t
i,i+1 the inverse transpose of the
linear part of the change of coordinate function defined on Ui∩Ui+1. The affine monodromy
representation ψ : pi1(B, b)→ GLn(Z) is defined as
ψ =
{
A−t1,n · · ·A−t2,1 if n ≥ 2
Id otherwise
Note that the definition of affine monodromy is independent of the representative γ ∈
pi1(B, b), and thus it is a well-defined homomorphism, [4, 5]. The affine monodromy is, by
definition, the inverse transpose of the linear part of the standard monodromy representa-
tion around a loop γ in B0, which we denote Tγ, see [25, Definition 1.4].
We describe the monodromy Tγ ∈ Gln(Z) around certain loops γ : S1 → B ∼= ∂∆P4 based
at a vertex v of ∆P4 . First observe that, in an affine neighbourhood of v, the strata of ∂∆P4
containing v form a fan, isomorphic to the fan of P3. We identify this neighbourhood of v
with a domain in R3 (with its standard integral affine structure) and let {ei : i ∈ {1, 2, 3}}
denote the standard basis. We identify the ray generators of the edges of ∂∆P4 which meet
this neighbourhood with the vectors
{e1, e2, e3,−e1 − e2 − e3}.
We enumerate these four ray generators, setting di := ei for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and setting
d4 := −e1 − e2 − e3. Let τi, i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} denote the edge of ∆P4 containing v with
tangent direction di at v. Let σij denote the face of ∆P4 containing the edges τi and τj, for
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}.
Define the loops γij,k, for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, and k ∈ {i, j}, to be loops based at v passing
singly around the segment of the singular locus ∆ shown in Figure 3.2 which is contained
in σij and intersects edge τk. Examples of such loops γij,k are also indicated in Figure 3.2.
We orient the loops γij,k by insisting that the tangent vector of γij,k at the unique point
(other than v) at which the image of γij,k intersects σij pairs positively with the normal
vector nij to σij. Note that nij is uniquely determined since σij is oriented as the ray
generators lying on τi and τj respectively form an ordered basis of the linear span of σij.
The monodromy matrix Tij,k around γij,k is given by the map
v 7−→ v + 〈nij, v〉 · dk.
For example, T12,1 is given by the linear map v 7→ v+〈(0, 0, 1), v〉·(1, 0, 0) and is represented
by the matrix
T12,1 =
1 0 10 1 0
0 0 1
 .
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Figure 3.2. Examples of loops γ
ij,k
.
Note that the face σ
ij
is invariant under the linear transformation T
ij,k
. In Figure 3.2
we illustrate examples of various γ
ij,k
passing around an edge of the discriminant locus ∆
adjacent to both a negative and a positive vertex. The monodromy matrices around edges
adjacent to two negative vertices are described analogously. We compute the action of
each T
ij,k
on the two torsion points Z
3
/2Z
3
of the real two torus Hom(Λ
b
, U(1))
∼
=
R
3
/Z
3
,
where Λ is the sheaf of integral tangent vectors. This set is in one-to-one correspondence
with the set of the following eight vectors.
u
0
= (0, 0, 0), u
1
= (0, 0, 1), u
2
= (1, 0, 1), u
3
= (1, 0, 0),
u
4
= (1, 1, 0), u
5
= (0, 1, 0), u
6
= (0, 1, 1), u
7
= (1, 1, 1) .
Observe that u
0
remains invariant all of the monodromy matrices T
ij,k
. That is, u
0
defines a section of f : X → B. Thus there is a connected component of the real Lagrangian
L
R
⊂ X homeomorphic to S
3
.
Considering the action of T
ij,k
on the torsion points u
i
, for i = {1, . . . , 7}, the per-
mutations induced on the indices of these seven vectors form the following set of double
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transpositions:
T12,1 : (12)(67), T12,2 : (16)(27) T13,1 : (45)(67), T13,3 : (47)(56)
T14,1 : (12)(45), T14,4 : (14)(25) T23,2 : (34)(27), T23,3 : (23)(47)
T24,2 : (16)(34), T24,4 : (14)(36) T34,3 : (23)(56), T34,4 : (25)(36).
The torsion points exchanged under these permutations are illustrated in Figure 3.3, in
which the torsion point ui corresponds to the vertex with label i. Figure 3.3 displays, from
left to right:
(1) An example of the orbits of the Z2 action induced by monodromy around a single
edge of ∆, adjacent to a negative and a positive vertex;
(2) An example of the orbits of the Z32 action induced by monodromy around three
different edges of ∆ both adjacent to a negative vertex, and;
(3) An example of the orbits of the Z32 action induced by monodromy around three
different edges of ∆ adjacent to a positive vertex.
From the fact that the origin in Figure 3.3 is fixed under every monodromy action, we
can easily deduce the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.2. The real locus LR in the quintic threefold consists of two connected compo-
nents:
LR = LR
∐
S3,
where LR is a 7-to-1 cover of B branched along the discriminant locus ∆ ⊂ B.
4. Computing mod 2 cohomology groups
In this section we compute the cohomology groups H i(LR,Z2) for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} of the
real Lagrangian LR in the quintic threefold described in § 3. We recall LR is a multi-section
pi : LR → B,
defining a submanifold of the total space of a compactified 3-torus fibration f : X → B.
We recall that B may be identified with the boundary of the moment polytope ∆P4 .
To compute the C˘ech cohomology groups for LR, we first construct a suitable open cover
of it. To specify this open cover we introduce a notion of omnitruncation for reflexive
polytopes. Note that the notion of omnitruncation properly applies to regular polytopes,
and our definition is a topological analogue of the full definition. Roughly speaking, given
a polytope P , we define the omnitruncation to be the polytope formed by cutting all the
faces of codimension at least two, thereby replacing them with a facet.
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Figure 3.3. The action of monodromy around a single branch, and the
branches adjacent to a negative and positive vertex of ∆ respectively
Definition 4.1. Let P ⊂ M
Q
be a reflexive polytope. The omnitruncation of P is a
polytope, denoted by
¯
P , formed by intersecting P with the half-spaces
H
σ
:= {u ∈M
Q
: 〈u, v
σ
〉 ≥ −1 + 
σ
}
for each face σ of P of codimension at least two in M
Q
, where 
σ
is a small real number,
and v
σ
is an element in the relative interior of the face of the polytope dual to P which is
dual to σ.
Remark 4.2. Note that changing the values of v
σ
and 
σ
changes the polytope, but the
combinatorial structure of the polytope remains invariant.
Example 4.3. The following Figure 4.1 illustrates an omnitruncation of the tetrahedron,
formed by making successive truncations along vertices and edges.
Note that an omnitruncation of a polytope P , induces a polyhedral subdivision on ∂
¯
P ,
which we refer to as the subdivision determined by the omnitruncation.
Definition 4.4. Let
¯
∆
P
4
be the omnitruncation of the moment cone ∆
P
4
, that is the
polytope obtained by successive truncations at vertices, edges and 2-faces of ∆
P
4
, and let
pr : ∂
¯
∆
P
4
→ ∂∆
P
4
be the natural projection map onto B = ∂∆
P
4
. Define a polyhedral subdivision of B,
denoted by Q
′
, so that the set of maximal cells of Q
′
is given by
{pr(σ) : σ is a maximal cell of the subdivision determined by the omnitruncation}
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Figure 4.1. The omnitruncation of a tetrahedron, formed in two stages.
We refer to the subdivision Q′ as the omni-subdivision of B = ∂∆P4 .
In fact we need to refine the subdivision Q′ on B further to obtain a suitable cover for
the C˘ech computations.
Construction 4.5. Let Q′ be the omni-subdivision of ∂∆P4 as defined in Definition 4.4.
We construct a refinement of Q′, denoted by Q. Note that there is a canonical bijection
between maximal cells of Q′ and faces of ∆P4 , see Figure 4.1. We partition the maximal
cells of Q′ into four classes, determined by the dimension of the corresponding face of ∆P4 .
In particular, the maximal cells of class i correspond to faces of ∆P4 of codimension i; thus,
for example, maximal cells of class 1 correspond to facets of ∆P4 .
We defineQ to be the polyhedral subdivision of ∂∆P4 obtained fromQ
′ via the following
subdivisions. First subdivide each maximal cell of class 3 of Q′ into five cells as illustrated
in Figure 4.2. Second, subdivide each maximal cell of class 2 into 31 cells, as illustrated in
Figure 4.3. Note that the maximal cells of Q obtained in this way still partition into four
classes, which we also refer to as classes 1-4.
For these subdivisions to define a polyhedral subdivision of ∂∆P4 the intersection of
maximal cells must be a union of faces of each of the maximal cells. Unfortunately this is
not true as the cells are currently defined. However, since we do not require the polyhedral
decomposition to be strictly convex we may resolve this issue by making a subdivision of
the boundary of each maximal cell. In particular we make the minimal subdivision of the
faces of each maximal cell of Q such that each pair of maximal cells of Q intersects in a
union of faces. Figure 4.4 shows the subdivision of the boundaries of maximal cells of class
3 required to ensure that cells in class 3 intersect maximal cells in class 2 in a union of
faces of each maximal cell respectively.
Proposition 4.6. The open cover defined by taking small neighbourhoods of maximal cells
in Q is an acyclic cover for the sheaf pi?Z2 on B.
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Figure 4.2. Polyhedral decomposition along an edge of ∂∆
P
4
Figure 4.3. Polyhedral decomposition near a face of ∂∆P4
Proof. We only need to check that the pre-images pi−1(U) for each intersection of open sets
U in the cover have Z2 cohomology concentrated in degree zero. We can easily classify the
possible spaces pi−1(U). In every case we observe that pi−1(U) is homotopy equivalent to a
discrete set of points. 
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Figure 4.4. Subdivision of the boundaries of cells in class 3
We are now ready to complete the
˘
Cech cohomology computation of the real Lagrangian
pi : L
R
→ B.
Theorem 4.7. The cohomology groups of the Lagrangian L
R
are
H
i
(L
R
,Z
2
)
∼
=
˘
H
i
(Q, pi
?
Z
2
)
∼
=



Z
2
i = 0, 3
Z
101
2
i = 1, 2
Proof. Let F be the push-forward sheaf
F := pi
?
Z
2
,
and let U be the open cover on B, given by the union of open sets formed by taking small
neighbourhoods of maximal cells of the subdivision Q defined in Construction 4.5. Let
C
•
(U ,F) denote the
˘
Cech cochain groups of the sheaf F with respect to the open cover
U .
Noting that H
0
(U, pi
?
Z
2
)
∼
=
H
0
(pi
−1
(U),Z
2
), and computing the number of sheets of the
covering pi : L
R
→ B, lying over each intersection of open sets in U , we deduce that the
˘
Cech complex
0 −→ C
0
(U ,F)
δ
0
−→ C
1
(U ,F)
δ
1
−→ C
2
(U ,F)
δ
2
−→ C
3
(U ,F) −→ 0
has the form
0 −→ Z
1690
2
δ
0
−→ Z
12610
2
δ
1
−→ Z
21840
2
δ
1
−→ Z
10920
2
−→ 0.
For details of this computation, see § B. By Lemma 3.2, the real Lagrangian L
R
is con-
nected, thus
˘
H
0
(U ,F)
∼
=
˘
H
3
(U ,F)
∼
=
Z
2
.
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Now consider
H˘2(U ,F) = ker(δ2)/ im(δ1),
since H3(LR,Z2) ∼= Z2 we have dim ker(δ2) = 21840 − 10919. We compute the rank of
im(δ1) using Magma (for details see § B) , and obtain dim im(δ1) = 10820. Hence, the
dimension of H˘2(U ,Z2) is equal to 21840− 10919− 10820 = 101 and by Poincare´ duality
we have
H˘1(U ,F) ∼= H˘2(U ,F) ∼= Z1012 .
Moreover, since by Proposition 4.6, the open cover U is acyclic for the sheaf F , we have
the usual identification of the C˘ech cohomology groups H˘ i(B,F) with the derived functor
cohomology groups H i(B,F).
Finally, via the Leray spectral sequence
Hj(B,Ripi?Z2)⇒ H i+j(LR,Z2),
and noting that the sheaf Ripi?Z2 is trivial for all i greater than zero, we conclude that
H i(B,F) ∼= H i(LR,Z2) for all i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. 
Remark 4.8. Recall that a polyhedral decomposition is called co-simplicial if any (k + 1)-
fold intersection of distinct open sets is either empty or a (n−k)-dimensional simplex. We
make use of the fact that Q is co-simplicial in § 6 and in Appendix B. In particular we
make use of the canonical bijection between (k + 1)-fold intersections of sets in the open
cover defined by Q and faces of Q of codimension k.
Note that Theorem 4.7 establishes the first part of Theorem 1.1, the remaining parts are
established in § 7.
5. Flipping triangulations and Dehn surgery
Let B be a three dimensional integral affine manifold with simple singularities. In this
section we will show that the Betti numbers of real Lagrangian LR are independent of the
choice of MPCP subdivision of ∂∆P4 . Recall that (B,P), depends only on the triangulation
of the two-dimensional faces of the moment polytope ∆P4 of P4, rather than the full choice
of triangulation of each facet. Therefore we will specify only the triangulation of the 2-
skeleton of ∆P4 . Indeed, this observation is consistent with the monomial-divisor mirror
map [3], under which points in the interiors of facets correspond to monomials inducing
trivial deformations on one side of mirror symmetry, and to divisors which miss a general
mirror hypersurface on the other side. Different triangulations of ∂∆P4 are related via flips,
defined as follows.
Definition 5.1. Fix a maximal triangulation of ∂∆P4 and an edge e of this triangulation
contained in the relative interior of a two-dimensional face σ of ∆P4 . The edge e is contained
in a pair of two-dimensional faces ofP, both contained in σ, and we assume that the union
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Figure 5.1. Flipping the triangulation of ∆
P
4
.
of these forms a convex quadrilateral Q. A flip of the triangulation of the 2-skeleton of ∆
P
4
is obtained by replacing e with the diagonal between the two vertices of Q not contained
in e, and fixing all other edges.
Since a maximal triangulation of the 2-skeleton ∆
P
4
determines an integral affine struc-
ture, and the edge e is uniquely determined by an edge connecting a pair of negative
vertices, we may interpret a flip of the triangulation as an operation on the integral affine
manifold with singularities B. Figure 5.1 shows the effect of a flip of the triangulation, as
well as the effect on the corresponding integral affine structures.
Remark 5.2. The notion of flip in this context, and the effect the operation has on the
topological fibration over an affine manifold, was first considered by Gross in [19]. It is
observed in [19] that flipping does not change the topology of the total space, but changes
the fibration over the integral affine base.
We describe how the real locus changes under flips of the triangulation, and show that
the rank of H
1
(L
R
,Z
2
) does not change after performing a flip.
Proposition 5.3. Performing a flip of the triangulation of the 2-skeleton of B induces a
Dehn surgery of coefficient 1/2 on the real locus L
R
.
Remark 5.4. In addition to flipping the triangulation there is another important opera-
tion visible on the level of the torus fibration, conifold transition. This does change the
topological type of the Calabi–Yau manifold, and its connection with affine structures was
explored by Casta˜no-Bernard–Matessi in [10]. It will follow directly from the proof of
Proposition 5.3 that this operation also induces a Dehn surgery on the corresponding real
Lagrangians.
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Figure 5.2. Curves defining meridians and longitudes
Before proceeding with the proof of the above proposition, we first fix some notation.
Let U be a small neighbourhood of the quadrilateral Q appearing in Definition 5.1, such
that D :=
¯
U is a closed 3-ball, and let D
1
⊂ D and D
2
⊂ D be two closed three balls such
that D = D
1
∪ D
2
. Moreover, we insist that each D
i
contains a unique negative vertex,
and that D
1
∩D
2
is a disc meeting ∆ in a single point, see Figure 5.2. Recall that, from
the analysis of the multi-section pi : L → B performed in § 3, the inverse image pi
−1
(D) has
four connected components, three of which are sections, while the remaining component is
a 4-to-1 branched cover of D. Let L
D
denote the latter component, let
(5.1) ¯pi : L
D
→ B
be the restriction of pi : L
R
→ B to L
D
and let L
i
:= ¯pi
−1
(D
i
) for i = 1, 2.
Elementary covering theory applied to pi restricted to ∂L and ∂L
i
for i = 1, 2 respectively
yields the following observation.
Lemma 5.5. The boundary ∂L
D
is homeomorphic to T
2
, and ∂L
i
are homeomorphic to
S
2
for each i ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof. The map pi : L
R
→ B restricted to ∂L
D
is a 4-to-1 covering of ∂D with 8 ramification
points of index 2. Whereas restricting pi to ∂L
i
yields a 4-to-1 covering of ∂D
i
with 6
ramification points of index 2. The result follows by the Riemann–Hurwitz Theorem. 
Considering a homotopy of ∂D to the segment connecting the negative nodes in D, it
is clear that L
D
is a solid torus, with core circle equal to the pre-image of this segment of
∆. In fact L
D
= L
1
∪ L
2
expresses the solid torus L
D
as the union of two 3-balls L
1
, L
2
,
meeting in a pair of discs. We now fix a meridian and longitude for this solid torus. These
are lifts, by ¯pi, of the curves γ
1
and γ
2
shown in Figure 5.2 respectively.
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Lemma 5.6. Let p¯i : LD → B be the map defined in (5.1). Let γi, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} be the
curves shown in Figure 5.2. Then,
(1) The curve p¯i−1(γ1), endowed with an orientation, defines a meridian for LD.
(2) The curve p¯i−1(γ2) is a disjoint union of two circles, orienting either of these defines
choice of longitude for LD.
(3) The curve p¯i−1(γ3) is, when endowed with a suitable orientation, a curve in the class
2m+ `, where m, l ∈ H1(∂LD) denote the classes of the meridian and longitude in
items 1 and 2 respectively.
Proof. The 3-ball D is shown in Figure 5.2, from which choices of D1 and D2 may be
obtained by dividing D into two using a disc meeting the segment connecting the two
negative vertices transversely in a single point.
The map p¯i|∂Li : ∂Li → ∂Di ∼= S2 is branched in 6 points. Moreover we may identify
p¯i|∂Li with the meromorphic map CP1 → CP1 given by
h : z 7→ z2 + 1
z2
.
We identify ∂Di and CP1 such that the restriction of h to {0,∞} 7→ {∞} is identified with
the restriction of p¯i|∂Li to
L1 ∩ L2 → D1 ∩D2.
We identify γ1 with the interval [−2, 2] ⊂ CP1 ∼= ∂D1. The set h−1([−2, 2]) is easily seen
to be the unit circle, and h restricted to the unit circle becomes the function 2 cos 2θ, for
θ ∈ [0, 2pi). As D shrinks to the interval connecting the negative vertices, the branch
points {−2, 2} converge to a single point (the negative vertex), and hence γ1 collapses in
this limit. Hence we fix the meridian class
m := [p¯i|−1∂D1(γ1)] ∈ H1(∂LD,Z) ∼= Z2,
determined by orienting the unit circle in CP1 ∼= ∂L1 anti-clockwise.
We identify γ2 with the union of the segments [−2,∞) ⊂ CP1 ∼= ∂D1 and [2,∞) ⊂
CP1 ∼= ∂D2. The pre-images of these intervals are the union of the unit circle with the real
axis (in ∂L1), and the real axis (in ∂L2) respectively.
The pre-image of the curve γ3 is connected, and represented by the imaginary axis in
CP1 ∼= ∂Li for i ∈ {1, 2} as shown in Figure 5.3. As D shrinks to the interval between the
two negative vertices, this curve double covers the pre-image of the segment connecting
the negative vertices, that is, the core circle of LD.
Orient the unit circle in ∂L1 clockwise, and orient the intervals in ∂L1 defining p¯i
−1(γi)
for i ∈ {2, 3} radially outward, as shown in Figure 5.3. These choices of orientation define
a cycle orienting p¯i(γ2), which we denote as ξ. In fact we have that [ξ] + m = [p¯i
−1(γ3)],
where p¯i−1(γ3) is oriented as shown in Figure 5.3. Moreover ξ is the sum of two homologous
cycles, one of which is shown (marked as l) in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3. Curves restricted to L
1
.
Letting l also denote the class of this curve in H
1
(∂L
D
) we see that l and m form an
oriented basis of H
1
(T
2
). Moreover since [¯pi
−1
(γ
3
)] double covers the core circle of L
D
, l is
the class of a longitude. We also observe that l is the class of a pre-image of a connected
component of ¯pi
−1
(γ
2
), 
Proof of Proposition 5.3. The result now follows immediately from Lemma 5.6, since after
performing a flip, the curve ¯pi
−1
(γ
3
), with class 2l + m becomes a meridian for the solid
torus L
D
in the new affine manifold. Thus we have defined a Dehn surgery with coefficient
1/2, as claimed. 
Theorem 5.7. Given the firation on the quintic f : X → B, where B is the affine
manifold with simple singularities and P the triangulation on B defined in §2.3, flipping
the triangulation of a two dimensional face (and hence the corresponding segment of ∆)
leaves the rank h
1
(L
R
,Z
2
) of H
1
(L
R
,Z
2
) invariant.
Proof. A straightforward Mayer–Vietoris calculation shows that H
1
(L
R
,Z
2
) is computed
by the exact sequence
H
1
(∂L
D
,Z
2
)
∼
=
Z
2
2
→ H
1
(L
R
\ L
D
,Z
2
)⊕ Z
2
→ H
1
(L
R
,Z
2
)→ 0
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Figure 5.4. Two cases for the construction of a bounding cycle
The first map must have rank at least one, as the longitude curve is non-zero in
H
1
(∂L
D
,Z
2
)
∼
=
Z
2
, and has rank one precisely when the meridian curve bounds a Z
2
cycle in the complement of L
D
. Let ` denote a ∆, let p denote the negative vertex near
about which we construct a meridian curve, and let v denote the vertex of P contained
in the triangle dual to p, but not the edge of P dual to `. We consider two possible cases
of the bounding cycles, examples of which are shown in Figure 5.4; where the respective
choices of `, p and v and denoted by `
i
, p
i
, and v
i
for i ∈ {1, 2}.
In the first case, v is an interior point of the two-dimensional face σ containing `. In
this case v determines a connected component of the complement of ∆ contained in the
interior of σ. The pre-image of the closure of this component is a – possibly non-orientable
– surface in L
R
. The meridian curve defines a disconnecting circle in the unique connected
component S of this surface which is not a section of pi. One of these two components of S
is the disc in the solid torus L
D
bounding the meridian curve, while the other is a surface
contained in the complement of the solid torus around pi
−1
(`).
In the second case the vertex v is contained in an edge τ ⊂ σ. This defines a connected
component of R := σ\∆, as well as analogous subsets of the two neighbouring faces σ
1
, and
σ
2
, defining sets R
1
and R
2
respectively. Over each of the faces σ,σ
1
,σ
2
four components
of the pre-image of pi are sections, while over the union of these faces two components are
sections (corresponding to the zero vector, and monodromy invariant direction of all loops
around the positive nodes lying on τ , see Figure 3.3). Over the region
¯
R ⊂ σ, the four
sheets which do not define sections of pi over σ form a pair of cylinders. Note that the
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Figure 5.5. Constructing a bounding cycle in the second case
same occurs over Ri for each i ∈ 1, 2. These six cylinders are glued over the edge τ to form
three cylinders, as shown in Figure 5.5.
The three sets of four sheets of pi over each face are glued by pi into a single – possibly
non-orientable – surface S. Removing, as in the previous case, the meridian curve in LD
disconnects S, and hence we obtain a bounding cycle for the meridian in LR \ LD.
The same argument applies to the curve γ3, the meridian after flipping the triangulation,
and so in either case dimH1(LR,Z2) = dimH1(LR \ LD,Z2). 
Remark 5.8. Theorem 5.7 should be interpreted as an invariance of the mod 2 cohomology
of the real Lagrangian under the choice of toric degeneration, or choice of MPCP resolution.
In the case of a Calabi–Yau toric hypersurface with smooth toric ambient, the choice of
triangulation is exactly the choice of crepant resolution of the dual toric variety, and the
flip of triangulation corresponds to flopping curves in that resolution.
Remark 5.9. Note that, since the proof of Theorem 5.7 relies heavily upon non-orientable
cycles, the above proof will fail if the coefficient ring fails to have characteristic 2.
6. Tropical cycles
In [9, § 3] the authors construct a short exact sequence relating sheaves defined by the
fibrations f : X → B and the restriction to the real locus pi : LR → B respectively. In
particular, the associated long exact sequence relates the mod 2 cohomology groups of LR
with the affine Hodge groups, that is, with the cohomology groups of the sheaves Rif?Z2.
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Proposition 6.1 ([9, § 3]). There is a short exact sequence of sheaves
(6.1) 0→ R1f?Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2 → pi?Z2 → R2f?Z2 → 0
Proof. We refer to [9] for the details of this proof. Note that that stalks of pi?Z2 are set
theoretic functions on the 8 half-integral points in R3/Z3. The first map is the inclusion
of the following functions:
(1) The constant function 1;
(2) The function evaluating to 1 at the origin and to 0 elsewhere, and;
(3) The linear functions Z32 → Z2.
The map pi?Z2 → R2f?Z2 is generated by identifying the indicator function of a singleton
set (disjoint from the origin) with an element in H1(R3/Z3) and hence with an element of
R2f?Z2. 
Assuming that B is homeomorphic to S3 (a case which includes our main example,
B ∼= ∂∆P4), the long exact sequence associated to the short exact sequence described in
Proposition 6 simplifies to
0 −→ H0(B,R1f?Z2)⊕ Z22 −→ H0(B, pi?Z2)→ H0(B,R2f?Z2) −→
H1(B,R1f?Z2) −→ H1(B, pi?Z2) −→ H1(B,R2f?Z2) β−→(6.2)
H2(B,R1f?Z2) −→ H2(B, pi?Z2) −→ H2(B,R2f?Z2) −→ 0.
Recall that the Leray spectral sequence for the map pi : LR → B implies an isomorphism,
H•(B, pi?Z2) ∼= H•(LR,Z2).
Thus to understand the connection between the mod 2 cohomology of LR and that of the
ambient space X we must compute the map β : H1(B,R2f?Z2) → H2(B,R1f?Z2) in the
sequence (6.2). We first analyse the image of β in more detail and then provide a tropical
interpretation for the image using tropical cycles, restricting our attention to the quintic
threefold.
Lemma 6.2. Let f : X → B be the Lagrangian torus fibration on the quintic threefold X.
Then the morphism
β : H1(B,R2f?Z2)→ H2(B,R1f?Z2)
in the sequence (6.2) has rank one.
Proof. Recalling the computation of the dimensions of the cohomology groupsH i(B,Rjf?Q)
made in [21] we have the following equalities:
dimH1(B,R1f?Q) = h1,1 = 1, dimH1(B,R2f?Q) = h2,1 = 101,
dimH2(B,R1f?Q) = h1,2 = 101, and, dimH2(B,R2f?Q) = h2,2 = 1.
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We note (see [9]) that these equalities also hold with Z/2 coefficients. This result, together
with the fact that the cohomology of the quintic threefold is torsion-free means that,
after removing the isomorphism between the first two terms, the long exact sequence (6.2)
becomes
(6.3) 0→ Z2 → Z1012 → Z1012 β→ Z1012 → Z1012 → Z2 → 0.
It follows immediately from Theorem 1.1 and (6.3) that the image of β is a one dimen-
sional Z2 vector space in H2(B,R1f?Z2). 
Lemma 6.2 implies that the image of β contains precisely one non-zero point ofH2(B,R1f?Z2).
In the remaining part of this section we compute this class, using the fact that Q induces
an acyclic cover for the sheaves Rif?Z2; see Lemma 6.7. We then give a geometric in-
terpretation of this class via a comparison between C˘ech cohomology and the simplicial
homology of (a triangulation of) Q, described by Ruddat and Siebert in [38].
To describe the image of β in C˘ech cohomology we identify β with the connecting
homomorphism arising from the snake lemma applied to the following short exact sequence
of C˘ech complexes. Note that, since B is paracompact, the long exact sequence of C˘ech
cohomology groups agrees with that coming from derived functor cohomology, see [15,
Chapter 5]. The map β is defined by the diagram,
0 // C1(B,R1f?Z2)
ι1 //
δ1

C1(B, pi?Z2) //
δ2

C2(B,R2f?Z2) //

0
0 // C2(B,R1f?Z2)
ι2 // C2(B, pi?Z2) // C2(B,R2f?Z2) // 0.
Let γ ∈ C2(B,R1f?Z2) be such that [γ] is a non-trivial class in the image of β. We have
that γ′ := ι2(γ) is in the image of ι2 and δ2, but not of δ2 ◦ ι1 = ι2 ◦ δ1.
In fact we have already computed the matrix representing δ2, since this is part of the
C˘ech complex used to calculate H˘(B, pi?Z2), as described in § 4. Thus we only need to
form matrices for the maps ι1 and ι2 to complete the required computation. The Magma
script used to construct these matrices can be found in the supplementary material, where
it is verified that
dim
(
im(δ2) ∩ im(ι2)
)
= dim im(δ2 ◦ ι1) + 1.
We can obtain a representative cocycle for the non-trivial element in the image of β by
choosing a complement to the codimension one Z2 vector subspace
im(δ2 ◦ ι1) ⊂ im(δ2) ∩ im(ι2).
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This is achieved in Magma using the standard inner product on a vector space with basis;
for details see Appendix B.5. We note however that there is a considerable degree of choice
in this representative, and the complement we obtain is in no way distinguished.
Having found a representative for the non-trivial class in the image of
β : H1(B,R2f?Z2)→ H2(B,R1f?Z2)
in the sequence (6.2) in C˘ech cohomology it remains to give this class a geometric interpre-
tation. We do this by comparing this C˘ech cohomology group with the group of (mod 2)
tropical 1-cycles, developed in [38]. In broad terms, a tropical cycle is an embedded graph
in B whose edges carry sections of Λ, the local system of flat integral tangent vectors on
B \∆. The following definition is [38, Definition 0.2].
Definition 6.3. A tropical 1-cycle βtrop in an integral affine manifold B is a graph with
oriented edges embedded in B \ ∆ whose edges e are labelled by a non-trivial section
ξe ∈ Γ(e,Λ|e). It is subject to the following conditions.
(1) The vertices of βtrop lie outside the codimension one skeleton of the polyhedral
decomposition P on B.
(2) The edges of βtrop intersect the one skeleton of P in the interior of codimension
one cells in isolated points.
(3) A vertex is univalent if and only if it is contained in ∂B.
(4) At each vertex v of βtrop, the following balancing condition holds∑
v∈
e,vξe = 0
where e,v ∈ {−1, 1} is the orientation of e at v.
We state (a special case of) the main results of [38] in the following theorem. Here
B ∼= ∂∆P4 is the integral affine manifold associated to the quintic threefold.
Theorem 6.4. Let C1(B, ι?Λ) be the group of tropical 1-cycles on B and assume B is
oriented. Then,
(1) The natural map
C1(B, ι?Λ) −→ H1(B, ι?Λ)
associating to a tropical 1-cycles its homology class in sheaf homology is surjective.
(2) If B is oriented, we have a canonical isomorphism
Hn−1(B, ι?Λ) ∼= H1(B, ι?Λ)
Proof. The first statement is [38, Theorem 5.2], and the second is [38, Theorem 5.1]. 
Proposition 6.5. Let f : X → B be the Lagrangian fibration on the quintic threefold, then,
H2(B,R1f?Z2 ∼= H1(B, ι? (Λ/2Λ)).
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Proof. Since B is simple, by [2, Chapter 6.4], we have that
ι?Λ = R
1f?Z.
Moreover, by [2, Proposition 6.102] we have that,
R1f?Z = ι?R1f0?Z,
where f0 is the restriction of f to the pre-image of B \ ∆. Recalling that f is defined
via the quotient of the cotangent bundle by Λ˘, the first cohomology group of a torus fibre
f−10 (x) is naturally identified with the dual lattice to Λ˘x for any x ∈ B \∆, that is, with
Λ. This equality, together with the absence of 2-torsion in first cohomology of any fibre of
f , directly implies that
ι?(Λ/2Λ) = R
1f?Z2.
Combining these equalities, noting that in our setting ∂B = ∅, and reducing all coefficients
modulo 2, we conclude from Theorem 6.4 that
H2(B,R1f?Z2) ∼= H1(B, ι? (Λ/2Λ)).

By [38, Theorem 5.2], any element in the group H1(B, ι? (Λ/2Λ)) can be represented by
a tropical 1-cycle, having reduced coefficients modulo 2. We are nearly in a position to
compare C˘ech cocycles associated with Q, as defined in § 4, with tropical 1-cycles. We
first note however that the open cover defined by Q does not make Λ a Q-constructible
sheaf, the context in which the comparison result in [38, § 6] is shown. However we are
free to take a refinement Q˜ of Q for which Λ is Q˜-constructible. We recall that a Q
constructible sheaf F is one for which F|τ◦ is constant for any face τ of Q. Note that we
use the notation HQ˜i (B,F) to denote the simplicial homology of B with coefficients in F
with respect to the simplicial decomposition Q˜.
Remark 6.6. Note that sinceQ is not simplicial we must justify the expressionHQ1 (B, ι?Λ/2Λ).
However since we have reduced coefficients modulo 2 we do not need to specify signs in
the differential, and the chains associated with ι?Λ/2Λ naively form a chain complex. Al-
ternatively we may fix a triangulation of Q.
Lemma 6.7. The cover defined by taking small neighbourhoods around maximal cells Q
defines an acyclic cover for the sheaves Rif?Z2, i ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof. This is immediate from [25, Lemma 5.5], noting that each intersection of open sets
appearing in the cover determined by Q appears as an intersection of open sets in a cover
W , considered in [25]. 
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Proposition 6.8. There is a commuting square of isomorphisms:
(6.4) H˘2(Q, ι?Λ/2Λ)

// HQ1 (B, ι?Λ/2Λ)

H˘2(Q˜, ι?Λ/2Λ) // HQ˜1 (B, ι?Λ/2Λ)
where the vertical arrows are usual refinement maps, and the horizontal arrows are the
maps defined in [38, Theorem 6.9].
Proof. We first need to check that the first horizontal map is well defined, since Λ is not
Q-constructible. However Q is co-simplicial, and hence there is an isomorphism of chain
complexes
Ci(Q, ι?Λ/2Λ)→ CQi (B, ι?Λ/2Λ)
given by identifying sections over the intersection of i neighbourhoods of maximal cells
with sections of a neighbourhood of the intersection of the maximal cells.
The left vertical arrow is an isomorphism since Q˜ defines an acyclic open covering for
pi?Z2 which is a refinement of the acyclic open covering defined by Q. The lower horizontal
map is an isomorphism from [38, Theorem 6.9]. Given the diagram commutes the right
hand vertical arrow is then also an isomorphism.
Commutativity follows from an examination of the various chain complexes. Fixing a
cell τ of Q, and recalling that Q is co-simplicial, there is a unique collection I of maximal
cells whose intersection is a neighbourhood of τ , and τ is maximal among cells contained
in this open set. We then identify Γ(UI , ι?Λ/2Λ) with sections over τ (the upper horizontal
map in (6.4)). The refinement to Q˜ may break τ into a number of pieces, and the vertical
map corresponds to the diagonal map sending a section α ∈ Γ(τ, ι?Λ/2Λ) to the vector in⊕
j Γ(τj, ι?) given by the restriction of α to the corresponding open set in each factor.
Similarly the map
Ci(Q, ι?Λ/2Λ)→ Ci(Q˜, ι?Λ/2Λ)
sends each section of an intersection of open sets to the sum of the restrictions to intersec-
tions of open sets in the finer cover. This image lies in the chain complex C•τ (B, ι?Λ/2Λ)
defined in [38] in the discussion before Lemma 6.7. In [38] the authors show this complex
is exact except in one degree (the codimension of τ). In this degree the cohomology group
of this complex is identified with Γ(τ, ι?Λ/2Λ), via an identification of this cohomology
group with
H•B◦τ (Bτ ,Γ(τ, ι?Λ/2Λ)) = H
•
B◦τ (Bτ ,Z)⊗Z Γ(τ, ι?Λ/2Λ).
That is, via an identification with the cohomology supported on the relative interior of an
embedded closed ball of dimension k, equal to the codimension of τ . However the image
of α ∈ Ci(Q, ι?Λ/2Λ) is the constant function on every (k + 1)-intersection, and maps to
α times the generator of this cohomology group. Hence the result follows. 
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Figure 6.1. Part of the underlying set of a tropical cycle
As explained in [38], a tropical 1-cycle determines a genuine cycle in the given homology
class, analogously we are able to produce a class in H
3
(
˘
X(B),Z
2
) representing the image
of β : H
1
(B,R
2
f
?
Z
2
)→ H
2
(B,R
1
f
?
Z
2
).
Proposition 6.8 shows that, having obtained a
˘
Cech cocycle representing the image of β,
we can pass directly to a description as a tropical 1-cycle, which we denote as ν. In this case
we obtain a collection of triple intersections corresponding to a curve of homotopy type of
the wedge of three circles. Each loop passes around a segment of the discriminant locus ∆
passing between a positive and negative node, and the support of the tropical 1-cycle we
obtain has three branch points, where the support of the 1-cycle is not a manifold.
At one of these points the support of ν has four branches, and we now describe the
associated section of R
1
f
?
Z
2
over neighbouring branches. Figure 6.2 shows the support of
the tropical cycle. The part of the support of the tropical cycle near vertex 4 is shown in
more detail in Figure 6.1. This figure displays the edges of Q which appear in the support
of the tropical cycle and are contained in an open neighbourhood of the maximal cell of Q
containing vertex 4.
We tabulate the sections s
i
, i ∈ [4] of pi
?
Z
2
which appear in Figure 6.1, by listing those
vertices of the cube (with ordering shown in Figure 3.3) which appear with coefficient 1.
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Figure 6.2. The support of the tropical cycle.
s1 4, 5, 6, 7
s2 2, 3, 5, 6
s3 1, 2, 4, 5
s4 1, 3, 5, 7
Let Vi, for i ∈ [4] denote small neighbourhoods of the edges of Q on which each section
si is supported and let V denote the intersection of these four open sets. Recall that the
si may be viewed as elements of Γ(Vi, R
1f?Z2), and observe that
∑
i∈[4] si|V = 0. Making
use of the inclusion C2(Q, R1f?Z2) ↪→ C2(Q, pi?Z2) we may also interpret each section as
a section of pi?Z2.
Having computed the sections si ∈ Γ(Vi, pi?Z2) for i ∈ [4] the sections of R1f?Z2 attached
to segments of the support of ν are uniquely determined until the support branches again.
In fact ν branches at two points away from the edges ei, i ∈ [4], once to form the left hand
loop in Figure 6.1 and once to form the loop near vertex 5 in Figure 6.2. Both of these
loops pass singly around a unique segment of ∆, and ν is a 4-to-1 covering of its support.
The Magma script used to construct this tropical cycle is described in Appendix B.5.
There we describe a labelling of the edges of Q and the sheets of pi over each edge
of Q appearing in the support of the tropical cycle. These sections are recorded in
tropical cycle data.m, and in particular we can verify the balancing condition for the
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tropical cycle at each point of its support. Note that the balancing condition holds for
this tropical cycle by its construction as a C˘ech cocycle (that is, it is guaranteed by the
vanishing of the C˘ech differential).
By Theorem 1.1 the rank of β is invariant under change of triangulation on B, and the
open sets on which the tropical 1-cycle is supported also do not change upon changing
triangulation of the 2 dimensional faces, we have the following result a posteriori.
Proposition 6.9. The tropical 1-cycle constructed to represent the image of
β ∈ H2(B,R1pi?Z2)
is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of three circles and defines a generating class in the
image of β for any triangulation of the two-dimensional faces of ∂∆P4.
This corollary suggests the existence of a more functorial description of this class, or
indeed of this tropical cycle. This is still a somewhat mysterious invariant however, for
example it is not even clear in what generality to expect the image of β to have rank one,
and hence generated by the class of a single tropical cycle.
7. A C˘ech-to-derived spectral sequence
In this section we describe a general method to gain information on the cohomology of
real Lagrangians constructed from toric degenerations of Calabi–Yau toric hypersurfaces.
The main result of this section involves the computation of a C˘ech-to-derived spectral
sequence for the sheaves pi?Z2 and pi?Z, where we recall pi : LR → B is the branched covering
of B determined by the MPCP resolution of the mirror quintic threefold described in § 3.
To analyse the topology of LR we study the C˘ech cohomology of an open covering U of
B, much coarser than the cover considered in § 4.
Construction 7.1. We define a covering U ′ from the polyhedral complex ∂∆P4 , indexed
by faces of ∂∆P4 , by taking the product of the interior a given face σ with a small open
ball of dimension 3− dim(σ).
The open cover U of ∂∆P4 is defined from the open cover U
′ by removing each open
set corresponding to a vertex of ∂∆P4 , and replacing each open set corresponding to an
edge with its union with small balls around its endpoints. Shrinking the open sets in U
corresponding to faces σ of dimension at least 2; we can ensure that any element of U
corresponding to a face σ of ∆P4 of dimension at least 2 only intersects elements of U
corresponding to faces of σ.
We note that the adjustment used to define U near the vertices is made solely to reduce
the number of open sets we need to consider in the C˘ech complex and carries no greater
significance. We write Uσ for the element of U indexed by the face σ of ∂∆P4 . Moreover
we define Uσ,τ := Uσ ∩ Uτ for faces τ ⊂ σ of ∆P4 .
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Remark 7.2. Construction 7.1 can be used to define open covers for affine manifolds ob-
tained via toric degeneration in much greater generality. Indeed, Construction 7.1 ex-
tends immediately to any Calabi–Yau hypersurface in a smooth toric variety, and can be
extended, using for example the description of B given by Haase–Zharkov [29], to any
Calabi–Yau toric hypersurface.
Recall that the C˘ech-to-derived spectral sequence for a sheaf F on B is
Ep,q2 = H˘(U , Hq(B,F)) =⇒ Hp+q(B,F)
Analyzing this sequence for F = pi∗Z1 and F = pi∗Z on B respectivey, for pi : LR → B, we
obtain the following result.
Theorem 7.3. The C˘ech-to-derived spectral sequence, relative to the open cover U defined
in Construction 7.1, of the sheaf pi?Z2 has the following E2 page.
Z602
Z1002
,,
Z402
Z2 Z2 Z2 Z2,
where the arrow indicates the only possible non-zero map. Considering the analogous spec-
tral sequence for the sheaf pi?Z we obtain the E2 page
Z602
Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z402 ⊕ Z48 ⊕ Z216
Z 0 0 Z.
Proof. The proof is, for the most part, a computation performed using Magma. In par-
ticular the bottom row of both E2 pages, and the middle row of the second sequence is
performed purely by computer algebra, and are described in Appendix B. We obtain the
remaining terms by hand, and these calculations are explained in detail the remainder of
this section. 
We first consider the topology of the pre-images over open sets in U and their intersec-
tions.
Lemma 7.4. Let σ be a two dimensional face of ∂∆P4, then H
2(pi−1(Uσ),Z) ∼= Z62 and
H1(pi−1(Uσ),Z) ∼= Z12.
Proof. Restricting to LR, pi−1(Uσ) is homotopy equivalent to the disjoint union of 3 points
– corresponding to sheets of pi which are monodromy invariant around any segment of ∆
contained in σ – with a CW complex LσR. L
σ
R is itself the (non-disjoint) union of 3 circles,
the pre-images of the segments of ∆ contained in σ which are not the edge of a hexagon of
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segments of ∆ contained in σ, see Figure 7.2, together with 6 copies of a CW complex Y .
The space Y is the pre-image of a hexagonal region defined by ∆ in σ, which are labelled
1 to 6 in Figure 7.2.
We compute the cohomology groups of Y , before computing the groups H i(LσR) via a
Mayer–Vietoris sequence. Decomposing Y into the pre-image of the interior of the hexagon
in LσR (4 discs), and the boundary (6 circles, shown in Figure 7.1) we obtain the following
Mayer–Vietoris sequence in homology
Z4 A−→ Z7 → H1(Y,Z)→ 0.
We choose generating sets such that the standard basis of Z4 corresponds to the 4 sheets
of the covering LσR, oriented clockwise, and the standard basis of Z7 corresponds to the
clockwise cycle defined by the labels 1 in Figure 7.1, and the six circles shown in Figure 7.1.
These six circles are oriented by orienting each arc in Figure 7.1 labelled with 1 in the anti-
clockwise direction, and the remaining arcs in a clockwise direction. Note this requires the
plane containing the hexagon (and hence σ) to be oriented¿ We achieve this by requiring
that the vertices of σ appear in anti-clockwise order in the plane, see Figure B.1. Given
these choices of orientation we have that
A =

1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1

.
Thus we have a presentation of H1(Y,Z) as a quotient of Z6, generated by v1, . . . , v6 subject
to relations vi + vi+1 + vi+3 + vi+4 = 0 where the index i is taken modulo 6. In fact this
group is isomorphic to Z3⊕Z2, where vi, i ∈ [3] generate the torsion-free group, and v1 +v4
generates the torsion group. Note that H2(Y ) is trivial.
The space LσR is the wedge union of three circles with 6 copies of Y , attached along
circles. We attach these 6 together in the order shown in Figure 7.2 and compute H1(L
σ
R)
by inductive use of a Mayer–Vietoris sequence. Indeed, assuming we have attached k copies
of Y together to form a space Yk, we obtain the long exact sequence
0→ H2(Yk+1)→ Zl B−→ H1(Y )⊕H1(Yk)→ H1(Yk+1)→ 0,
for some l ∈ {1, 2}, determined by the number of circles forming the intersection between
Y and Yk. The map Zl → H1(Y ) is injective, with image generated by γi or {γi, γi+1} for
l = 1, 2 respectively and for some i ∈ [6], and hence H2(Yk+1) = 0. Choosing appropriate
generating sets for H1(Y ) ∼= Z3 ⊕ Z2 and H1(Yk) ∼= Za ⊕ Zk, for some fixed a ∈ Z≥3, we
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Figure 7.1. Attaching 2-cells
may assume that B is the inclusion of a co-ordinate subspace into both H
1
(Y ) and H
1
(Y
k
).
Thus we have that H
1
(Y
6
) = Z
9
⊕ Z
6
2
. Taking the wedge sum with three copies of S
1
we
see that H
1
(L
σ
R
)
∼
=
Z
12
⊕ Z
6
2
, and H
2
(L
σ
R
) is trivial, from which the result follows by the
universal coefficient theorem.

We can identify a generating set for H
1
(L
σ
R
,Z) by keeping track of identifications between
generating sets of the copies of Y considered in the proof of Lemma 7.4. We obtain 12
circles, a choice of which is indicated by the black segments shown in Figure 7.2. Note that
each circle γ
i
j
is associated with an edge of σ. We fix the anti-clockwise orientation of the
edges of σ. To fix an orientation of the circles γ
i
j
we fix a numbering of the sheets of pi over
the corresponding segment shown in Figure 7.2. We orient the arc of γ
i
j
corresponding to
the sheet with lower index in the direction of the edge of σ associated with γ
i
j
, and the
orient the remaining arc in the opposite direction. The torsion group Z
6
2
is generated by
the generator of the torsion group Z
2
in each of the six regions homeomorphic to Y .
Lemma 7.5. Given a two dimensional face σ of ∂∆
P
4
, the kernel of the inclusion map
ι :
⊕
τ⊂σ
H
1
(pi
−1
(U
σ,τ
),Z
2
)→ H
1
(pi
−1
(U
σ
,Z
2
)),
where the sum ranges over the edges τ of σ, is generated by pre-images in L
σ
R
of intervals
between adjacent and parallel outgoing legs of ∆ ∩ σ.
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Figure 7.2. A generating set for H
1
(U
σ
,Z) modulo torsion.
Proof. Given an edge τ of a two dimensional face σ, pi
−1
(U
σ,τ
)∩L
σ
R
retracts onto the disjoint
union of two copies of
∨
4
i=1
S
1
. Each circle maps to a segment connecting a pair of adjacent
parallel legs of ∆ leaving U
σ
; the outgoing segments of ∆ in Figure 7.2.
By the universal coefficient theorem H
1
(L
σ
R
,Z
2
)
∼
=
H
1
(pi
−1
(U
σ
),Z
2
)
∼
=
Z
18
2
, with the
generating set indicated in Figure 7.2, as well as the torsion elements for each region Y
appearing in the proof of Lemma 7.4. Given two adjacent parallel outgoing legs of ∆
the pre-image of a segment joining them consists of a disjoint pair of circles. Sliding this
segment onto ∆ we observe that each circle of the pair is homotopic to the same cycle
(without orientation), contained in L
σ
R
. Therefore we see that the sum of these two cycles
vanishes in H
1
(pi
−1
(U
σ
),Z
2
).
To see that any vector in
⊕
τ⊂σ
H
1
(pi
−1
(U
σ
∩ U
τ
),Z
2
) which maps to the zero vector
must be of this form we use a new generating set for H
1
(pi
−1
(U
σ
),Z
2
). The first homology
of each region Y is generated by six circles χ
i
j
for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, with regions i indexed
as shown in Figure 7.2, and position j indexed clockwise for each circle, beginning from the
upper left diagonal. H
1
(pi
−1
(U
σ
),Z
2
) is thus generated by the classes of 36 circles, together
with the three additional circles χ
k
:= γ
k
1
, for k ∈ [3]. There is a Z
2
2
space of relations
between classes χ
i
j
for fixed i ∈ [6], corresponding to relations in H
1
(Y,Z
2
). Moreover there
are 9 identifications of cycles χ
j
i
(nine segments of ∆ along which adjacent regions meet).
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These relations span a Z212 vector space in Z392 and, since the quotient is 18 dimensional,
these span the space of relations.
A vector
v =
∑
i,j∈[6]
αijχ
i
j +
∑
i∈[3]
αiχi
in the 39-dimensional Z2 vector space generated by the cycles χij, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 6}) and
χi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3} represents the zero element of H1(pi−1(Uσ),Z2) if and only if the following
conditions hold:
(1) The coefficients αij of χ
i
j for fixed i lie in the two dimensional space of relations
spanned by (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0) and (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1).
(2) The coefficient assigned to edges which are identified agree.
(3) The coefficient αi assigned to the three classes χi for i ∈ 1, 2, 3 vanish.
The last condition ensures that, if v is in the image of ι, α11 = α
1
2. If this value is zero
then all α1i vanish and since α
2
1 = α
1
6, as v ∈ im(ι), all α2j vanish, similarly all α3j vanish,
and indeed all αij vanish. Alternatively if α
1
1 = α
1
2 = 1, α
1
6 = 0, and thus α
2
1 = 0. Then
α41 = α
2
6 = 1, since v must restrict to a relation on each region. However α
4
2 = α
2
2 = 1
and α45 = α
4
6 = 1 since otherwise α
4
5 = α
4
6 = 0 and all entries vanish as before. This is a
contradiction: no cycle representing zero may have αij = 1 for j ∈ {1, 2, 5, 6}. 
Proof of Theorem 7.3. We need to compute seven non-zero C˘ech cohomology groups, the
non-zero entries in the two E2 pages displayed in the statement of Theorem 7.3. To describe
these cohomology groups we first define the pre-sheaf
HjR : U 7→ Hj(pi−1(U);R)
for open sets U ⊂ B, and j ∈ Z≥0. The non-zero C˘ech cohomology groups we need to
compute are:
H˘0(U ,H2R)
H˘0(U ,H1R) H˘1(U ,H1R)
H˘0(U ,H0R) H˘1(U ,H0R) H˘2(U ,H0R) H˘3(U ,H0R),
where R = Z or Z2. Recall that, given a face σ of ∂∆P4 of positive dimension, Uσ denotes
the corresponding open set of U . Considering the definition of pi we have that:
• If dim(σ) = 1, pi−1(Uσ) is the disjoint union of three copies of
∨4
i=1 S
1.
• If dim(σ) = 3, pi−1(Uσ) is the disjoint union of seven copies of B3.
The situation over each two dimensional face is described in Lemmas 7.4. Consequently
H2(Uσ, pi?Z) ∼= Z62 for every two-dimensional face σ, and these are the only faces such that
pi−1(Uσ) has non-zero second cohomology with coefficients in either Z or Z2. Thus
H˘0(U ,H2R) ∼= C˘0(U ,H2R) ∼= Z602
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for either choice of R. Using Lemma 7.5 we now compute the C˘ech differential
δ : C˘0(U ,H1Z2)→ C˘1(U ,H1Z2),
and hence H˘ i(U ,H1Z2) for i ∈ {0, 1}. From the descriptions of the sets pi−1(Uσ), we see
that C˘0(U ,H1Z2) ∼= Z3002 and C˘1(U ,H1Z2) ∼= Z2402 . Moreover, in light of Lemma 7.5 the
kernel of the transpose the C˘ech differential is generated by pre-images of segments between
adjacent, parallel legs of ∆. It is then straightforward to specify the 40 dimensional kernel
of δ?: fix a segment of an edge of ∆P4 connecting two adjacent positive nodes. There are
three ways of sliding this segment along ∆ into an open set Uσ, where dimσ = 2. Each of
these three segments is the image of a pair of circles in B, and the sum of all six circles is
an element of the kernel of δ?. Thus the map δ has rank 200, and determines the middle
row on the E2 page of the C˘ech-to-derived spectral sequence given in the statement of
Theorem 7.3.
Considering the bottom rows of the two spectral sequences appearing in Theorem 7.3,
we compute the ranks of corresponding C˘ech complex by counting sheets lying over each
open set. We obtain the sequence
0 −→ Z115 δ0−→ Z710 δ1−→ Z1190 δ1−→ Z595 −→ 0,
which we verify has Euler characteristic zero. The maps δ1 and δ2 are computed using
Magma, and for a description of these maps we refer to Appendix B and the attached
source code. In fact, calculation of Smith normal form verifies that these cohomology
groups are torsion free, and hence the analogous result using the coefficient ring Z2 follows
immediately. 
We now consider the relationship with the mod 2 cohomology groups of real Lagrangians
and Hodge numbers in more detail.
Proposition 7.6. Let pi : LR → B be the fibration on the non-trivial multi-section of the
real locus in the quintic. The terms of the E2 page of the C˘ech-to-derived spectral sequence
H i(B,HjZ2)⇒ H i+j(B; pi?Z2) ∼= H i+j(LR,Z2)
are Z2 vector spaces with dimensions dimE2−p,p2 equal the total number of integral points
in the relative interiors of p-dimensional faces of B ∼= ∂∆4P, for p = 1, 2. Moreover there
is a canonical generating set of E2−p,p2 indexed by these integral points of ∂∆P4.
Proof. It is easy to check that there are 6 points in the relative interior of each of the 10
two-dimensional faces of ∆P4 , and 4 points in the relative interior of each of the 10 edges
of ∆P4 . We then verify that E
0,2
2
∼= Z602 , and E1,12 ∼= Z402 .
This is not coincidental: in the proof of Lemma 7.4 we observed that, restricting to a
two-dimensional face σ, the torsion group of H1(Uσ,Z) is isomorphic to Z62. This torsion
group is generated by an element associated to each hexagonal component labelled 1 to
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6 in Figure 7.2. By the universal coefficient theorem, this torsion group is isomorphic to
H2(Uσ,Z2).
The vector space E1,12 is the 40 dimensional cokernel dual to a group of cycles described
in the proof of Theorem 7.3. This group of cycles is indexed by segments of edges of
∂∆P4 between positive vertices of ∆, that is, by the interior integral points of the edges of
∂∆P4 . 
The identification in Proposition 7.6 of integral points of faces of B with terms in the
E2 page of the C˘ech-to-derived spectral sequence for pi?Z2 the guarantees, by results of
Batyrev–Borisov [7, 8], that dimH1(LR,Z2) ∈ {h1,2(X), h1,2(X) − 1}, depending on the
rank of the map indicated in the statement of Theorem 7.3.
For the quintic threefold, by Theorem 1.1 the map corresponding to the arrow shown in
the spectral sequence computing H•(B, pi?Z2) vanishes, and indeed
dimH1(LR,Z2) = h1,2(X) = 101.
We expect this relationship between mod 2 cohomology groups of real Lagrangians and
Hodge numbers to hold in more generality, at least for Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces in toric
varieties fibering over a simple integral affine manifold with singularities, where the dis-
criminant locus is trivalent. This will be explored in further work in future.
Appendix A. SYZ and toric degenerations
In this Appendix we outline an alternative approach to the construction of the real La-
grangian considered in this article. This approach suggests that the torus fibration and real
Lagrangian considered in this article can be obtained from the Kato–Nakayama space. The
topology of toric degenerations can be explicitly described via the Kato-Nakayama space
of the central fibre as a log space. This approach offers a number of advantages; in partic-
ular it replaces a single compactification with a moduli space of real loci. Moreover, this
construction is intrinsic to the Gross–Siebert algorithm [27] and thus provides a systematic
way of introducing real structures into a fundamental mirror symmetry construction. This
Appendix has considerable overlap with the paper [1].
A.1. Toric degenerations. In this section we review toric degenerations, introduced in
[25]. We also refer to the introductory article [28].
Definition A.1. Let R be a discrete valuation ring with closed point 0. A toric degener-
ation
pi : X → SpecR
is a flat family whose generic fibre is a normal algebraic space and central fibre is a union of
toric varieties glued along toric boundary strata. Moreover, one requires that there exists
a closed subset Z ⊂ X of relative codimension at least two, not containing any toric strata
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of X0, such that every point in X \Z has a neighbourhood which is e´tale locally equivalent
to an affine toric variety. We refer to Z as the log-singular locus on X and analogously to
(A.1) Z0 := X0 ∩ Z
as the log singular locus on X0.
We will restrict ourselves to toric degenerations of Calabi-Yau varieties, while much of
the discussions will hold in greater generality. Moreover, we will assume the central fibre
is projective and has no self-intersections, unlike in [25] for simplicity.
Example A.2. A toric degeneration of the quintic threefold in P4 is given by
X = {X0X1X2X3X4 + t · f5 = 0} ⊂ P4 × A1
for a generic degree 5 homogeneous polynomial f5.
Note that, the degeneration of the quintic threefold in Example A.2 is not the one we
considered throughout this paper to compute real Lagrangians, as it does not satisfy the
simplicity condition in §2, [25, Definition 1.60], and one can not guarantee the smoothability
of the central fiber in this generality. However, it is shown in [20], that after a resolution
of the central fiber of this degeneration one can reduce it to the simple case.
A.2. The intersection and dual intersection complexes. To a toric degeneration we
associate two integral affine manifolds with singularities endowed with polyhedral decom-
positions called the dual intersection complex and the intersection complex respectively.
Note that the central fiber of a degeneration has normal crossing singularities, and
thus the dual intersection complex is a simplicial complex and coincides with the usual
notion of dual intersection complex for a normal crossings divisor. For details of the
construction of the dual intersection complex associated to a toric degeneration we refer
to [25, § 4.1]. To describe the intersection complex (B,P), where B is an integral affine
manifold with singularities endowed with a polyhedral decomposition P, we define P to
be set of momentum polytopes of the toric strata of the central fibre. Let Pmax ⊂ P be
the maximal elements under inclusion. For each τ ∈P let Xτ ⊂ X0 denote the associated
toric stratum. We define
B :=
⋃
σ∈Pmax
σ,
which is a cell complex with attaching maps determined by the combinatorial structure of
X0. By [38, Proposition 3.1], there is a generalized momentum map,
(A.2) µ : X0 → B
which restricts to the standard toric momentum map Xτ → τ on each toric stratum of X0.
The intersection complex and the dual intersection complex associated to a toric de-
generation are related by an operation call the discrete Legendre transform. Hence, the
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dual intersection complex associated to a toric degeneration is viewed as the intersection
complex of the mirror degeneration [25, § 4.1].
A.3. Combinatorial data. One of the main achievements of the Gross-Siebert program [27]
is to reconstruct a toric degeneration starting from an integral affine manifold with singu-
larities B endowed with additional combinatorial data. This additional combinatorial data
is given by a tuple,
(B,P, ϕ, s).
HereP is a polyhedral decomposition on B, and ϕ a multi-valued piecewise linear function
on B taking integral values at vertices of P. Moreover, we require the maximal domains
of linearity agree with maximal cells of P. The entry s records the gluing data which we
discuss in a moment.
Note that, analogous to the situation in toric geometry; where one can start either with
a toric fan or moment cone, we may either start with the dual intersection complex or the
intersection complex. The Gross–Siebert reconstruction algorithm, as described in [27] used
the intersection complex. Later, starting from [22], the dual intersection complex has been
more heavily exploited, and tropical data is usually defined on this side. Throughout this
section we assume B is the intersection complex, endowed with a polyhedral decomposition
P.
To reconstruct a toric degeneration using the Gross-Siebert algorithm, starting from the
data (B,P, ϕ, s), we first define a monoid ring associated to each vertex v ∈P, by taking
the upper convex hull of ϕ. This upper convex hull determines a monoid Mv around each
vertex v. The spectra of the corresponding monoid rings defines an affine cover for the total
space of the toric degeneration. One then needs to determine how to patch these affine
pieces together to obtain the coordinate ring of the total space of the toric degeneration,
by a wall-crossing algorithm. For details of this reconstruction we refer to [27]. To obtain
a unique degeneration we fix gluing data, given by a collection of maps Λτ → C×, where
τ ∈ P is a codimension one cell and Λτ local system given by integral tangent vectors
along τ . Roughly speaking, gluing data, is the data determining how the big torus orbits
on the toric irreducible components of the central fiber are glued together. For details of
this we refer to [27], and for real gluing data, to construct real toric degenerations to [1].
A.4. The Kato–Nakayama space. We outline how to study the only general fiber of the
toric degeneration topologically up to homeomorphism, using Kato–Nakayama spaces [1],
rather than constructing the coordinate ring of the total space of the toric degeneration,
as discussed in the previous subsection by the Gross-Siebert algorithm.
The initial combinatorial data to construct Kato–Nakayama spaces is essentially the
same: an intersection complex B endowed with a polyhedral decompositionP, a piecewise
linear function ϕ, and gluing data s. Given (B,P), we first construct X0 as a union of toric
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varieties which will serve as the central fiber of a toric degeneration. We do this by viewing
B as the intersection complex, in particular the maximal cells ofB will correspond to images
of toric irreducible components of X0 under the generalized moment map µ : X0 → B. We
then endow X0 also with a log structure MX0 , which will determine the singular affine
structure on B. For a basic familiarity with log geometry we encourage the reader to look
at [31]. We recall the definition of a log structure.
Definition A.3. Let X be a scheme and let OX be the structure sheaf considered as a
monoid with respect to multiplication. A log structure on X is a sheaf of monoids M on
X, defined in the e´tale topology, together with a homomorphism of monoids α : M→OX ,
which restricts to an isomorphism
α
∣∣
α−1(O×X)
: α−1(O×X) −→ O×X .
We call a scheme X endowed with a log structure a log scheme, and denote it by (X,MX).
The discrete part of a log structure referred to as the ghost sheaf, or as the discrete part
of the log structure, is the sheaf
MX : =MX/α−1(O×X).
We first determine the discrete partMX0 of the log structure on X0. This is determined
by the choice of the maximally piecewise linear (MPL) function ϕ on B. For details we
refer to [25, Definition 1.43]. This choice is determined by the polarization of the family X
and typically we consider the anti-canonical polarization hence we take the function with
kink κρ = 1 on each of the codimension one faces of B.
By [25, Theorem 5.4], there is a moduli space of log structures on X0 with the givenMX0
and inducing the affine structure with discriminant locus ∆ in B. Here, the discriminant
locus on B is determined by the image of the log singular locus of the central fiber under
the restriction of the generalized momentum map to Z0,
∆ = µ|Z0(Z0)
where Z0 is the log singular locus (A.1) and µ : X0 → B is defined as in (A.2).
This moduli space of log structures on the central fiber is parametrised by a choice of
gluing data as in [25, § 5], encoding the information on how torus orbits on different toric
components of the central fibre are glued together. Note that changing the gluing data
produces different real Lagrangians on the general fibre. For the study of such Lagrangians
obtained by non-trivial gluing data in some cases see [1, § 5.3].
Now, as we have fixed the central fiber X0 of a degeneration pi : X → T together with
the log structure MX0 , we are ready to describe the general fiber Xt, as a torus bundle
over B away from the image of the log singular locus ∆ ⊂ B, up to homeomorphism. We
do this by constructing the topological space referred to as the Kato–Nakayama space or
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the Betti realization associated to the tuple (X0,MX0), denoted by XKN0 . This space is
defined as the space of all log maps from the polar log point
(SpecC,R>0 × S1)
We refer to [1] and the references there for details of this construction and for the extensive
study of Kato–Nakayama spaces. The Kato–Nakayama space XKN0 comes with a continuous
map to the analytic space Xan0 associated to X0, and a map δ : X0
KN → S1. The topology
on X0
KN is the smallest topology for which both of these maps are continuous, see [33,
Definition 3.2.3]. Moreover, it follows from the main result of [32] that the analytic model
of the family X is homeomorphic to the pre-image of a small circle about 0 in T , for details
see [1, § 4]. In particular we obtain,
Xt ∼= X0KN(1)
where X0
KN(1) is the fibre of δ : X0
KN → S1 over 1 ∈ S1 [1, § 4]. The following proposi-
tion is [1, Proposition 4.8] applied to case where B has dimension 3, in particular to the
degeneration of the quintic threefold.
Proposition A.4. Away from the discriminant locus, on B0 = B \ ∆, the general fiber
Xt ∼= X0KN(1) is a bundle of 3-tori over B0.
Restricting our attention to the real locus in X0
KN(1), we obtain necessary and sufficient
criteria, in terms of the gluing data, for it to extend as a section over B. This is shown in
in [1, Lemma 4.7].
A.5. SYZ and toric degenerations. A natural question to ask then if there is a reason-
ably unique way to compactify a torus fibration over B0 = B \∆ to a Lagrangian fibration
over B, fitting into the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow picture [41], such that the compactification
is isomorphic to the general fiber of a toric degeneration. It is proposed by Gross and
Siebert, [20, Theorem 0.2], that for a choice of gluing data discussed in subsection A.3,
which is equivalent to fixing an element B ∈ H1(B, i? ⊗ (R/Z)), a such compactification
exists.
Conjecture A.5. Let X → S be a toric degeneration, with dual intersection complex B.
(a) For t 6= 0, Xt is a topological compactification of X(B0,B) for some
B ∈ H1(B0,Λ⊗ (R/Z)).
(b) If B is simple, then there exists a B ∈ H1(B, i?Λ ⊗ (R/Z)), where i : B0 ↪→ B is the
inclusion of the smooth locus, and an algorithm for compactifying X(B0,B) → B0 to a
torus fibration X(B,B)→ B so that X(B,B) is homeomorphic to Xt.
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The proof of Conjecture A.5, particularly in dimensions larger than three, is challenging
and not yet complete. One reason for this is that condition of G-simplicity of the integral
affine base defined in [25] – see Definition 2.3 – is not equivalent to the notion of simplicity
given in [25, Definition 1.60] in general. Nevertheless, in dimension three, in particular
for the quintic this connection between degenerations and SYZ fibrations is expected to
follow. To show this for the case of the quintic threefold will be the focus of future work.
Appendix B. A Guide to the Magma calculation
We utilize the computer algebra system Magma to perform two, essentially independent
calculations.
(1) The computation of the C˘ech complex described in § 4, together with the compu-
tations required to determine the tropical cycle in § 6, and;
(2) The computation of the C˘ech complex used in § 7, used to obtain information about
the integral cohomology groups.
We describe the calculations made in each case, as well as how to run and interpret the
attached source files. We first treat the calculation of the C˘ech complex made in § 4. To
implement this calculation load the file acyclic cover computation.m. This script loads
a succession of further files each containing some part of the calculation of H1(LR,Z2) or
the subsequent analysis of the tropical cycle, as detailed in § 4 and § 6.
B.1. Setting up the acyclic cover. The first file loaded by acyclic cover computation.m
is setup cover.m. This encodes the intersections of all the open sets which appear in the
acyclic cover described in § 4, and gluing maps between local trivialisations of pi?Z2 over
each of the open sets. We first recall that in ∂∆P4 there are:
• 5 tetrahedra;
• 10 triangular faces;
• 10 edges, and;
• 5 vertices.
We choose a specific numbering of the faces of each given dimension of ∂∆P4 and we
store the incidence of these faces in a collection of sequences. For example,
// faces_of_ts records the triangles that are the faces of each tetrahedron
faces_of_ts := [[2,4,8,9],[1,3,8,10],[3,4,5,6],[1,5,7,9],[2,6,7,10]];
// edges_of_ts records the edges of each tetrahedron
edges_of_ts :=
[[3,5,6,8,9,10],[1,2,4,5,9,10],[2,3,4,5,6,7],[1,2,3,7,8,9],[1,4,6,7,8,10]];
// vertices_of_ts records the vertices of each tetrahedron
vertices_of_ts := [[2,3,4,5],[1,3,4,5],[1,2,4,5],[1,2,3,5],[1,2,3,4]];
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records the indices of the faces, edges, and vertices of each tetrahedron. Recall that we par-
tition the maximal cells of the polyhedral decomposition Q described in Construction 4.5
(and hence the open sets of the open cover formed by taking small neighbourhoods of these
maximal cells) into four classes, numbered 1 to 4. Note that for each tuple (a1, . . . , an) for
ai ∈ [4] for all i ∈ [n] there is a corresponding class of (n − 1)-fold intersections of open
sets in the cover associated with Q. We conflate the open sets, and their intersections, of
the cover associated to Q and the faces of Q throughout this section.
Remark B.1. Note that, fixing a class ΣT , ΣE, or ΣV , the pre-images under pi : LR → B of
the cells in this class are all homeomorphic. This is not the case for cells of class ΣF . These
cells split into two subclasses, which we refer to as b and n, the subclass n consisting of
those maximal cells containing a negative vertex, see Figure B.1. We sometimes, especially
in variable names and comments, use the small letter designations t, p, and v for the
maximal cells in classes 1, 3, and 4 (that is, in the classes ΣT , ΣE, and ΣV ) respectively.
We tabulate the number, and number of sheets of pi over, each cell in Q we shall require.
We begin with the maximal cells.
Class of U Subclass Size of subclass pi0(pi
−1(U))
∑
U(pi0(pi
−1(U)))
1 t 5 7 35
2 b 60 7 420
2 n 250 4 1000
3 p 50 4 200
4 v 5 7 35
Total 370 1690
To compute the sizes of submatrices in the C˘ech differentials we consider, we require an
analogous computation for intersections of two and three maximal cells (or, equivalently,
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of faces of of Q of dimension 1 and 2).
Class of U Subclass Size of subclass pi0(pi
−1(U))
∑
U(pi0(pi
−1(U)))
1, 2 tb 120 7 840
1, 2 tn 500 7 3500
2, 2 bn 360 7 2520
2, 2 nn 300 5 1500
2, 3 pn 390 5 or 7 2430
2, 4 nv 30 7 210
3, 3 pp 40 7 280
3, 4 pv 20 7 140
1, 3 tp 150 7 1050
1, 4 tv 20 7 140
Total 1930 12610
Note that type np intersections correspond to rectangular faces on the boundary of the
prism shown in Figure 4.4, some of these faces meet the singular ∆ while some do not.
In fact 150 such cells do meet ∆, while 240 do not. The final entry in the corresponding
(np) row follows as 150× 5 + 240× 7 = 2430. In the next two tables we omit the column
pi0(pi
−1(U)) counting the number of sheets of pi over the corresponding set, since this value
is always equal to 7.
Class of U Subclass Size of subclass
∑
U(pi0(pi
−1(U)))
1, 2, 2 tbn 720 5040
1, 2, 2 tnn 600 4200
1, 2, 3 tnp 780 5460
1, 2, 4 tnv 60 420
1, 3, 3 tpp 120 840
1, 3, 4 tpv 60 420
2, 2, 2 bnn 360 2520
2, 3, 3 npp 120 840
2, 3, 4 npv 60 420
2, 2, 3 nnp 240 1680
Total 3120 21840
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Finally, we record the corresponding partition of the collection of vertices of Q. These
open sets correspond to the intersection of 4 elements of the open cover associated to Q.
Class of U Subclass Size of subclass
∑
U(pi0(pi
−1(U)))
1, 2, 2, 2 tbnn 720 5040
1, 2, 3, 3 tnpp 240 1680
1, 2, 2, 3 tnnp 480 3360
1, 2, 3, 4 tnpv 120 840
Total 1560 10920
The totals in the lower right hand corners of these tables appear in the C˘ech complex
on page 16 in the proof of Theorem 4.7. We can verify directly that the C˘ech complexes
corresponding to both the constant sheaf Z2 on B and to the push-forward sheaf pi?Z2 have
vanishing Euler characteristic.
In order to identify rows and columns of the C˘ech differentials with specific open sets we
must choose numberings for the open sets (or maximal cells in Q), and their intersections,
which appear in each class. First note that maximal cells in classes 1 (tetrahedra) and 4
(neighbourhoods of vertices) are uniquely determined by a face of ∆P4 , and thus inherit an
enumeration from that of the faces of ∆P4 .
Each maximal cell in class 2 is associated with a triangular face f of ∆P4 via omnitrun-
cation, as explained in § 4. Taking the enumeration shown in Figure B.1 we determine
a lexicographic ordering on the maximal cells of class 2 by assigning to each cell a triple
(f, c, i). Here f is the face of ∆P4 associated with this cell, c is the subclass b or n (and
b < n), and i is the index, as shown in Figure B.1. Note that Figure B.1 is always oriented
so that the vertices given in vertices of fs appear as v1, v2, and v3, in that order. Also
note that the numbers shown in red in Figure B.1 enumerate maximal cells of subclass b,
and are numbered from 1 to 6 for each triangular face of ∆P4 .
Maximal cells in class 3 are associated to an edge of ∆P4 . We determine a lexicographic
ordering of these maximal cells by identifying each cell of class 3 with a pair (e, i), where
e ∈ [10] is the edge of ∆P4 associated with this cell, and i ∈ [5] is the index obtained by
numbering maximal cells associated to e from vertices of es[e][1], see Figure B.2.
Having ordered each of the maximal cells in Q, we order each class of intersections of
two or three of these cells (faces and edges of Q). We lexicographically order intersections
in each class by first identifying each such cell with a type, and fixing an ordering of those
faces with the same type.
The type of a two-dimensional face σ ofQ is the tuple of faces of ∆P4 associated with each
maximal cell intersecting σ, in decreasing order of dimension, together with the subclass (b,
or n) of each maximal cell of class 2 meeting σ. Note this is well defined: any two maximal
cells of Q associated with two distinct faces of ∆P4 of the same dimension is empty. We
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Figure B.1. Numbering open sets of class 2 (classes b and n).
Figure B.2. Labelling class 3 (p) maximal cells and class 3, 3 (pp) intersections
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Figure B.3. Labelling type bn intersections
assume b < n and extend this ordering lexicographically, that is, bb < bn < nn. Having
fixed a type for σ, we need to explain how faces of a given type are ordered.
Class Subclass Ordering
1, 2 tb Inherited from class 2, subclass b, see Figure B.1.
1, 2 tn Inherited from class 2, subclass n, see Figure B.1.
2, 2 bn See Figure B.3.
2, 2 nn See Figure B.4
2, 3 np See Figure B.5
2, 4 nv Unique.
3, 3 pp See Figure B.2
3, 4 pv Unique.
1, 3 tp Inherited from class 3, see Figure B.5.
1, 4 tv Unique.
Note that Figure B.3 shows an enumeration of the edges of a hexagon, recalling that each
type b type maximal cell is a hexangular prism, we use the numbering shown in Figure B.3
to label rectangular faces of this prism.
Thus we have fixed an ordering of the two dimensional faces of Q (intersections of two
maximal cells). We fix an ordering of the edges of Q, that is, of the intersections of three
maximal cells of Q. Given an edge σ of Q we fix a type for σ: the tuple of faces of ∆
P
4
associated with each maximal cell intersecting σ in descending order of dimension. The
tuple of faces is lexicographically ordered by its index among all faces of ∆
P
4
of the same
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Figure B.4. Labelling type nn intersections
dimension, except in the case of 1, 2, 3 (tnp), and 2, 2, 3 (nnp) intersections. In this case we
order the intersection as above, but rather than using the index of the edge – corresponding
to the open set of class 3 – in {1, . . . , 10}, we use an index e ∈ [3]. Denote the indices (in
{1, . . . , 5}) of the three vertices of the face associated with the class 2 open set by v
1
,v
2
and v
3
, in ascending order. The edge with label e = 1 runs between v
1
and v
2
, the edge
e = 2 the edge runs between v
2
and v
3
, and the edge e = 3 the edge runs between v
1
and
v
3
. Edges with the same type are then ordered, and we tabulate these as follows.
Class Subclass Enumeration
1, 2, 2 tbn Inherited from bn type intersections, see Figure B.3.
1, 2, 2 tnn Inherited from nn type intersections, see Figure B.4.
1, 2, 3 tnp Inherited from np type intersections, see Figure B.5.
1, 2, 4 tnv Unique.
1, 3, 3 tpp Inherited from pp type intersections, see Figure B.2.
1, 3, 4 tpv Unique.
2, 2, 2 bnn See Figure B.6.
2, 3, 3 npp Inherited from pp type intersections, see Figure B.7.
2, 3, 4 npv Unique.
2, 2, 3 nnp See Figure B.7.
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Figure B.5. Labelling type np intersections
Figure B.6. Labelling type bnn intersections
Note that, as in the case of the type bn intersections, we lexicographically order the 36
bnn intersections by the index of the corresponding maximal cell of type b, which takes
values in {1, . . . , 6}, and then by the index shown in Figure B.6.
We omit choosing an ordering of the vertices, as we do not compute a
˘
Cech differential
which uses the open sets associated to vertices of Q.
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Figure B.7. Labelling type nnp and npp intersections
B.2. Choosing local trivialisations. To define the matrices δi we also need to fix triv-
ialisations of pi?Z2 over each open set in the acyclic cover associated to Q, and over each
possible intersection of open sets. The main tool we use to implement this is the associative
array Paste. We first fix a trivialisation of pi?Z2 in the interior of each open set of class 1
and class 4 (the 5 interiors of tetrahedra, and 5 neighbourhoods of vertices). The keys of
Paste are pairs (a, b), where a ∈ [5] indexes a tetrahedron, and b ∈ [5] indexes a vertex.
The value associated with (a, b) is the permutation in S7 obtained by relabelling the 7
sheets of pi in the ath cell of class 1 with the trivialisation associated to the bth cell of class
4. Thus before applying a permutation in Paste we assume the set {1, . . . , 7} indexes the
sheets of pi over an open set of class t. After applying the permutation the set {1, . . . , 7}
indexes the sheets of pi over an open set of class v.
The associative array Paste, can then be used to construct various monodromy matrices.
For example, the associative array tfe monos records the permutation of the sheets of pi
obtained by passing around a loop γ in B\∆ based at a point in the interior of a tetrahedron
t, and passing singly around all five legs of ∆ meeting a given edge e, and contained in a
given face f . Figure B.8 shows an example of such a loop γ.
Keys of tfe monos are triples (t, e, f), indexing the tetrahedron, edge, and face which
determine this loop. Note the orientation of the loop are determined by the arrays indexing
the faces of ∂∆P4 . In particular the loop is constructed by passing from the vertex with
lowest index and into the neighbouring tetrahedron of lowest index.
tfe_monos := AssociativeArray();
for i in [1..5] do
for j in faces_of_ts[i] do
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Figure B.8. The loop defining a matrix in tfe monos
for k in edges_of_fs[j] do
other_t := [l : l in [1..5] | j in faces_of_ts[l] and l ne i][1];
v1, v2 := Explode(vertices_of_es[k]);
tfe_monos[[i,j,k]] := Paste[[i,v2]]^-1*
Paste[[other_t, v2]]*
Paste[[other_t,v1]]^-1*
Paste[[i,v1]];
end for;
end for;
end for;
Remark B.2. Note that the permutation described in tfe monos is the same as that ob-
tained from a loop passing singly around a single branch of ∆ contained in the face f ,
and meeting the edge e. Indeed, we make heavy use of the fact that pi
1
(B \ ∆) acts on
{1, . . . , 7} via monodromy through elements of S
7
of order 2.
Of course, for many intersections sets U
i
∩ U
j
in the acyclic cover of B, pi
0
(pi
−1
(U)) has
order 5. For these sets we require 7 × 5 block matrices, describing the restriction of pi
?
Z
2
from an open set containing a segment of ∆ to one contained in an interior of a tetrahedron.
Dually, we are recording the sheets of pi which identified after moving along a curve γ from
a point in the interior of this tetrahedron to a point on the discriminant locus. We store
these matrices using the associative array sing paste.
Keys of sing paste are tuples of the form (t, f, d, p), consisting of the index t ∈ [5] of
the tetrahedron to which we restrict, the index f ∈ [10] of the face containing the given
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Figure B.9. Demonstrating parity for elements of sing paste.
segment of ∆, d ∈ [3] storing the direction in σ of this segment, and a further index p ∈ [2],
which we refer to a parity. Each 7× 5 matrix has a single entry with value 1 in its first 3
columns, and a pair of entries with value 1 in its final two columns, indexing the sheets of
pi which are identified; moreover each row contains a single entry with value 1.
The triple (t, f, d) determines which sheets of pi are identified, the order of the first 3
columns, and the order of the rows of the matrix. The parity entry stores the ordering of
the final two columns. Let γ denote the (green) loop shown in Figure B.9. Each of the two
ramification points over either point of im(γ) ∩∆ lie in the same connected component of
pi−1(γ), and are ‘exchanged by monodromy’ around this loop. We determine the relative
ordering these two columns for each segment of ∆ joining a pair of negative vertices. Such
segments are in bijection with faces of Q of class nn; and the parity is stored in the
array nn parity, defined in setup cover.m. Listing 1 shows the construction of (part of)
sing paste.
Listing 1. Defining sing paste
for j in [1..10] do
i := ts_of_fs[j][1];
for k in [1..3] do
X := Orbits(sub<S7 | tfe_monos[[i,j,edges_of_fs[j][k]]]> );
entries := [<a,b,1> : a in [1..7], b in [1..5] | a in X[b]];
sing_paste[[i,j,k,1]] := SparseMatrix(Z2,7,5,entries);
non_trivial_pair :=
[b : b in [1..5] | #[c : c in [1..7] | <c,b,1> in entries] eq 2];
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Figure B.10. Constructing matrices stored in blob paste.
sing_paste[[i,j,k,2]] := sing_paste[[i,j,k,1]]*
SparseMatrix(PermutationMatrix(
Z2,Sym(5)!(non_trivial_pair[1],non_trivial_pair[2])));
end for;
end for;
As well as Paste and sing paste we need to store matrices describing passing between
trivialisations of pi
?
Z
2
over cells of class b and class t, as shown in Figure B.10.
We store these 7 × 7 matrices in an associative array blob paste (so-called because of
the resemblance of cells of class b to ‘blobs’ in an early presentation). Keys of blob paste
are triples (t, f, b) where t ∈ [5] is a tetrahedron, f ∈ [10] is a face of that tetrahedron, and
b ∈ [16] is the index of the maximal cell of class b we consider. Values of blob paste are
7×7 matrices and an example construction of a value in blob paste is shown in Listing 2.
The construction is based on the observation that we can write the monodromy operators
in tfe monos as products of matrices in Paste and blob paste.
Listing 2. Defining blob paste
blob_paste[[i,j,1]] :=
Paste[[ts_of_fs[j][1],vertices_of_fs[j][3]]]^-1*
Paste[[i,vertices_of_fs[j][3]]]*
tfe_monos[[i,j,edges_of_fs[j][1]]];
B.3. Constructing δ
1
. Following the notation used in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we let
δ
i
, for i ∈ {0, 1, 2} denote the matrices comprising the
˘
Cech complex of pi
?
Z
2
. We let
¯
δ
i
for
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i ∈ {0, 1, 2} denote the maps in the analogous C˘ech complex corresponding to the constant
sheaf Z2 on B. We compute the maps δ¯i to verify our source code accurately describes
the open cover determined by Q, the cohomology groups H˘ i(Q,Z2). As B ∼= S3 these
groups should vanish in degrees one and two. Calculating the number of polyhedra in the
decomposition Q, the C˘ech complex has the form,
0→ Z3702 δ¯0→ Z19302 δ¯1→ Z31202 δ¯2→ Z15602 → 0
The matrices δi and δ¯i break up into submatrices indexed by the corresponding classes
of open sets making up these intersections. Many of these submatrices are identically zero,
and we write a schematic version of δ1 below.
1, 2 2, 2 2, 3 2, 4 3, 3 3, 4 1, 3 1, 4
1, 2, 2 ? ? 0 0 0 0 0 0
1, 2, 3 ? 0 ? 0 0 0 ? 0
1, 2, 4 ? 0 0 ? 0 0 0 ?
1, 3, 3 0 0 0 0 ? 0 ? 0
1, 3, 4 0 0 0 0 0 ? ? ?
2, 2, 2 0 ? 0 0 0 0 0 0
2, 3, 3 0 0 ? 0 ? 0 0 0
2, 3, 4 0 0 ? ? 0 ? 0 0
2, 2, 3 0 ? ? 0 0 0 0 0
For each submatrix of δ1 labelled with ? there is a script in the file
cech differential submatrices 1.m
which constructs this submatrix. In this file the submatrix of δ¯1 corresponding to, for exam-
ple, the row 2, 2, 3 and column 2, 2 is stored in incidence 22 223, while the corresponding
submatrix of δ1 is stored in full 22 223.
We refer to the source code for the constructions of these submatrices, but we describe
the construction of two examples. Several of the submatrices are straightforward to con-
struct, particularly when the trivialisation of pi?Z2 used is the same over the double and
triple intersections corresponding to the given submatrix. An example of such is given in
Listing 3.
Listing 3. Constructing incidence 33 223
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Incidence_33_233
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
incidence_33_233 := SparseMatrix(Z2,0,40,[]);
row := SparseMatrix(Z2,4,0,[]);
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for i in [1..10] do
for j in [1..3] do
for k in [1..10] do
if k eq edges_of_fs[i][j] then
row := HorizontalJoin(row,IdentitySparseMatrix(Z2,4));
else
row := HorizontalJoin(row,SparseMatrix(Z2,4,4,[]));
end if;
end for;
incidence_33_233 := VerticalJoin(incidence_33_233,row);
row := SparseMatrix(Z2,4,0,[]);
end for;
end for;
Following this listing, the submatrix incidence 33 233 is formed by letting the in-
dex i run over the faces of ∆P4 , j run over the three edges of e, and k run over the
10 edges of ∆P4 . If k is the jth edge of the face i, we append an identity block to
incidence 33 233, identifying each of the 4 pp type faces of Q along the edge e with
their (unique) edge intersecting the face f . In this example full 33 233 is obtained by
replacing each entry 1 in incidence 33 233 by a 7 × 7 identity block. This is performed
in cech differential assembly 1.m, using the function beef up.
Some of the submatrices of δ1 require a significantly more involved construction. For
example Listing 4 shows the construction of incidence 22 222 and full 22 222.
Listing 4. Constructing incidence 22 222
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Incidence_22_222
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
l_block_pre :=
SparseMatrix(Z2,6,6,[<1,1,1>,<1,6,1>,<2,1,1>,<2,2,1>,<3,2,1>,<3,3,1>,
<4,3,1>,<4,4,1>,<5,4,1>,<5,5,1>,<6,5,1>,<6,6,1>]);
l_block := SparseMatrix(Z2,0,0,[]);
for i in [1..6] do
l_block := DiagonalJoin(l_block, l_block_pre);
end for;
l_block_full := beef_up(l_block);
r_block := SparseMatrix(Z2,36,30,[]);
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for i in [1..6] do
for j in [1..6] do
r_block[6*(i-1)+j,bnn_matrix[i][j]] := 1;
end for;
end for;
block := HorizontalJoin(l_block,r_block);
Following Listing 4, we see that it consists of two halves, depending on whether the 2, 2
intersection is of subclass bn or nn. The matrix incidence 22 222 consists of 10 copies
(one for each face) of the matrix block. The matrix block itself consists of two matrices,
l block and r block. The matrix l block describes the bnn intersections which meet a
given bn intersection. Recall that these intersections are ordered by the ordering of the
maximal cells of class b, and then numbering the bn and bnn intersections meeting this
maximal cell, as shown in Figure B.3 and Figure B.6. Thus l block is a block diagonal
matrix, consisting of 6 blocks. Each block is a 6× 6 matrix, each of which is the incidence
matrix of the edges of a hexagon, numbered in Figure B.3 with the vertices of the hexagon
numbered in Figure B.6. The columns of each block correspond to the edges of the hexagon,
and the rows to the vertices. Since we use the trivialisation inherited from the maximal cell
of class b to trivialise pi?Z2 for both bnn and bn intersections, the corresponding submatrices
of full 22 222 are obtained by replacing each entry 1 with a 7× 7 identity matrix.
The matrix r block defines sub-block (for each face f ∈ [10]) describing which bnn
intersections which are contained in a given class nn intersection. In the file setup cover.m,
we define the array bnn matrix as shown in Listing 5.
Listing 5. Defining bnn matrix
// Each blob determines six nn-intersections, in cyclic order -- those given by
the edges of the hexagon that defines
// the blob. bnn_k gives the indices in nn_matrix of the edges of the k-th blob
bnn_1 := [9,2,3,10,14,13];
bnn_2 := [10,4,5,11,16,15];
bnn_3 := [11,6,7,12,18,17];
bnn_4 := [19,14,15,20,23,22];
bnn_5 := [20,16,17,21,25,24];
bnn_6 := [26,23,24,27,29,28];
// bnn_matrix is a list of the bnn_k
bnn_matrix := [bnn_1,bnn_2,bnn_3,bnn_4,bnn_5,bnn_6];
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We can recover these sequences from Figure B.4 by fixing a class b maximal cell (a
hexagon with a red label in Figure B.1) and recording the labels on edges incident to this
hexagon in Figure B.4. Note the ordering of each list is determined by the ordering of bnn
intersections, shown in Figure B.6. This array then defines the matrix r block, joining
copies of l block and r block completes the construction of incidence 22 222.
To construct full 22 222 from incidence 22 222 we cannot simply replace entries 1
in with 7× 7 identity blocks with beef up, analogously to Listing 3. Indeed, cells of class
nn intersect the singular locus ∆, so the corresponding submatrices are not square.
Listing 6. Constructing full 22 222
incidence_22_222 := SparseMatrix(Z2,0,0,[]);
full_22_222 := SparseMatrix(Z2,0,0,[]);
r_block_row := SparseMatrix(Z2,7,0,[]);
r_block_full := SparseMatrix(Z2,0,150,[]);
for i in [1..10] do
incidence_22_222 := DiagonalJoin(incidence_22_222,block);
for j in [1..36] do
for k in [1..30] do
if r_block[j,k] eq 1 then
// tetra records the index of a nieghbouring tetrahedron, and
// blob_index, the index of the region enclosed by \Delta currently.
tetra := ts_of_fs[i][1];
blob_index := (j-1) div 6 + 1;
// To pass from an nn intersection to bnn (222) intersection
// we must pass from the trivialization over the nn intersection
// to the trivilization over the type ’b’ open set appearing in
// the 222 intersection. To do this we first move to a neighbouring
// tetrahedron using sing_paste, then back to the type ’b’ open set
// with ’blob_paste’.
r_block_row :=
HorizontalJoin(r_block_row,SparseMatrix(PermutationMatrix(Z2,
blob_paste[[tetra,i,blob_index]]))
*sing_paste[[tetra,i,nn_direction[k],nn_parity[k]]]);
else
r_block_row := HorizontalJoin(r_block_row,SparseMatrix(Z2,7,5,[]));
end if;
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end for;
r_block_full := VerticalJoin(r_block_full, r_block_row);
r_block_row := SparseMatrix(Z2,7,0,[]);
end for;
full_22_222 :=
DiagonalJoin(full_22_222,HorizontalJoin(l_block_full,r_block_full));
r_block_full := SparseMatrix(Z2,0,150,[]);
end for;
To construct r block full, which will form a submatrix of full 22 222, we loop over
elements of r block, iterating over rows before columns. At each value 0 encountered we
insert a 7× 5 zero block into the matrix r block full. While for each value 1, we insert
a 7× 5 submatrix into the matrix r block full, determined by the matrices sing paste
and blob paste described in Listing 6.
The submatrices defined in cech differential submatrices 1.m are assembled in the
file cech differential assembly 1.m. The assembly joins the submatrices constructed
in cech differential submatrices 1.m, together with zero blocks, one row at a time to
form the matrices δ1 and δ¯1 as described above.
B.4. Constructing δ0. The construction of δ0 is performed in cech differential 0.m.
The general method of construction is identical to that used to construct δ1.
1 2 3 4
1, 2 ? ? 0 0
2, 2 0 ? 0 0
2, 3 0 ? ? 0
2, 4 0 ? 0 ?
3, 3 0 0 ? 0
3, 4 0 0 ? ?
1, 3 ? 0 ? 0
1, 4 ? 0 0 ?
These 14 submatrices of δ0 are constructed and combined in cech differential 0.m,
and stored in variables with names incidence a bc and full a bc, where a and bc are the
classes indexing the column and row of the block submatrix respectively. The calculation
of each usually closely follows the computation of δ1, however we describe here the con-
struction of incidence 3 23 and full 3 23. The construction of full 3 23 in particular
is relatively involved, and makes use of functions not seen in the construction of δ1.
We first describe the construction of incidence 3 23. We first define the matrix block,
the incidence matrix of faces of class np with the maximal cells of class p which contain a
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given edge, see Figure B.5. Rows of block correspond to faces of class np, and columns to
cells of class p. We then form incidence 3 23 from these blocks. In particular we iterate
over rows by iterating first over faces i ∈ [10], and then edges of face i, indexed by j ∈ [3].
We then iterate over columns by iterating over edges indexed by k ∈ [10]; inserting a copy
of block when the index of the jth edge of face i is equal to k.
Listing 7. Constructing incidence 3 23
block := SparseMatrix(Z2,13,5,[<1,1,1>,<2,1,1>,<3,2,1>,<4,2,1>,<5,2,1>,
<6,3,1>,<7,3,1>,<8,3,1>,<9,4,1>,<10,4,1>,
<11,4,1>,<12,5,1>,<13,5,1>]);
incidence_3_23 := SparseMatrix(Z2,0,50,[]);
row := SparseMatrix(Z2,13,0,[]);
for i in [1..10] do
for j in [1..3] do
for k in [1..10] do
if k eq edges_of_fs[i][j] then
row := HorizontalJoin(row,block);
else
row := HorizontalJoin(row,SparseMatrix(Z2,13,5,[]));
end if;
end for;
incidence_3_23 := VerticalJoin(incidence_3_23,row);
row := SparseMatrix(Z2,13,0,[]);
end for;
end for;
We now expand the matrix incidence 3 23 to full 3 23. We explain this construc-
tion in two stages. Listing 8 shows the structure of the construction of full 3 23. We
iterate first over i ∈ [390], the total number of faces of class np, and storing the current
face index, and the position in {1, . . . , 13} along the given edge indexed by i. The se-
quence singular 23 stores those indices j ∈ {1, . . . , 13} such that the jth face of type np
shown in Figure B.7 has non-empty intersection with ∆. The sequence singular 23 :=
[1,4,7,10,13]; is defined in setup cover.m.
Iterating over the 50 cells of class p, we use incidence 3 23 to determine when the jth
cell of class p contains the ith face of class np. When this occurs we insert a matrix depend-
ing on whether the position in {1, . . . , 13} determined by i is in singular 23. Note that
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we maintain different versions of block row, which we call block row 1 and block row 2,
with 5 and 7 rows respectively.
Listing 8. Constructing full 3 23
block_row_1 := SparseMatrix(Z2,5,0,[]);
block_row_2 := SparseMatrix(Z2,7,0,[]);
full_3_23 := SparseMatrix(Z2,0,200,[]);
for i in [1..390] do
face := (i-1) div 39 + 1;
pos := (i-1) mod 13 +1;
for j in [1..50] do
if incidence_3_23[i,j] eq 1 then
edge := (j-1) div 5 + 1;
edge_index := [p : p in [1,2,3] | edges_of_fs[face][p] eq edge][1];
tetra := ts_of_fs[face][1];
if pos in singular_23 then
block_row_1 := HorizontalJoin(block_row_1,<<insert block>>);
else
vertex := vertices_of_es[edge][offset_23[pos]+1];
block_row_2 := HorizontalJoin(block_row_2,<<insert block>>);
end if;
else
block_row_1 := HorizontalJoin(block_row_1,SparseMatrix(Z2,5,4,[]));
block_row_2 := HorizontalJoin(block_row_2,SparseMatrix(Z2,7,4,[]));
end if;
end for;
if pos in singular_23 then
full_3_23 := VerticalJoin(full_3_23, block_row_1);
else
full_3_23 := VerticalJoin(full_3_23, block_row_2);
end if;
block_row_1 := SparseMatrix(Z2,5,0,[]);
block_row_2 := SparseMatrix(Z2,7,0,[]);
end for;
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The blocks which are inserted in each case are described in Listing 9. Recall that the
block added in Listing 9 corresponds to the containment of a face of class np in a maximal
cell of class p. Recall also that cell of class np is associated with a pair (f, e) consisting of
the index of a face f ∈ [10] of ∆P4 , and an edge e ∈ [10] of ∆P4 ; the maximal cell of class
p is associated with the edge of ∆P4 of index e.
We first consider the case in which pos is contained in singular 23. We make use of
the associative array p sing, a variant of sing paste which records restriction maps from
neighbourhoods of positive vertices to subsets of cells of class t). Ideally we would compose
such a map with sing paste which records how sheets vary from tetrahedra to points in
segments of ∆. However, we note that there is no inverse to a matrix in sing paste.
Taking the product of the transpose of an element in sing paste with a matrix in p sing
will record the identification of sheets over a positive node with those over a neighbouring
segment. For example, assume sing paste identifies sheets 4 and 5 of pi over a cell of
class t with sheet 4 over a segment of ∆, and sheets 6 and 7 over the same cell of class t
with sheet 5. Moreover assume that p sing identifies sheets {4, . . . , 7} with sheet 4 over a
positive node. The corresponding matrix multiplication is shown in (B.1).
(B.1)
I3 2
2
 =
I3 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1


I3
1
1
1
1

We note that this calculation must be done over the integers, as the resulting incidence
matrix of the sheets of pi will contain entries with value 2. The function oneify converts
all these back to 1 and changes the coefficient ring back to Z2. Note that we can always
set the parity index in sing paste to 1, by choice of trivialisation of pi over each positive
vertex.
Listing 9. Constructing full 3 23
if incidence_3_23[i,j] eq 1 then
edge := (j-1) div 5 + 1;
edge_index := [p : p in [1,2,3] | edges_of_fs[face][p] eq edge][1];
tetra := ts_of_fs[face][1];
if pos in singular_23 then
block_row_1 := HorizontalJoin(block_row_1,
oneify(Transpose(
ChangeRing(sing_paste[[tetra,face,edge_index,1]],Z))*
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ChangeRing(p_sing[[tetra,edge]],Z)));
else
vertex := vertices_of_es[edge][offset_23[pos]+1];
block_row_2 := HorizontalJoin(block_row_2,
MPaste[[tetra,vertex]]*p_sing[[tetra,edge]]);
end if;
else
block_row_1 := HorizontalJoin(block_row_1,SparseMatrix(Z2,5,4,[]));
block_row_2 := HorizontalJoin(block_row_2,SparseMatrix(Z2,7,4,[]));
end if;
We now consider the case in which pos is not contained in singular 23. Observe that
in this case there are either an even number of elements of singular 23 strictly greater,
or strictly lower than pos. Store the vertex of edge e of higher (resp. lower) index if
an even number of elements of singular 23 are strictly greater (resp. lower) than pos
in the variable vertex. Roughly, the trivialisation of pi?Z2 at this vertex, and that at a
point of the current face of class np may be identified. This is achieved using the sequence
offset 23 which stores whether we use the higher or lower index vertex for each value of
pos.
We then insert the block obtained by multiplying a matrix stored in the associative array
p sing with a matrix from the associative array MPaste. The associative array MPaste
stores matrix forms of the array Paste. The product corresponds to tracking the sheets of
pi after first passing from a neighbourhood of a vertex, to the interior of a tetrahedron and
then to a positive node.
The remaining 13 submatrices of δ0 use similar techniques and, since their calculation
is less involved, we refer the reader to the attached Magma scripts for their computation.
The file acyclic cover computation.m computes the ranks of the matrices δ0,δ1, and δ¯1.
This computation verifies that dimH1(B,Z2) = 0 and dimH1(B, pi?Z2) = 101.
B.5. Finding a tropical cycle. To obtain a representative for the tropical cycle describ-
ing the image of β, as described in § 6, we construct matrices representing the maps ι1 and
ι2 in (B.2).
(B.2) 0 // C1(B,R1f?Z2)
ι1 //
δ1

C1(B, pi?Z2) //
δ2

C2(B,R2f?Z2) //

0
0 // C2(B,R1f?Z2)
ι2 // C2(B, pi?Z2) // C2(B,R2f?Z2) // 0.
The construction of these matrices appears in ses maps.m. Each of the maps ιj, j ∈ [2]
is a block diagonal matrix, and each block recording the inclusion of the sets of linear
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functions Z32 → Z2 into the set of set-theoretic functions. In cases the intersection of open
sets concerned does not intersect the singular locus ∆ the corresponding block is a 7 × 3
matrix. Representatives of these blocks are stored in block and block sings.
Listing 10. Constructing maps between C˘ech complexes: 1
linear_maps_1 := SparseMatrix(Z2,0,0,[]);
block := SparseMatrix(Z2,7,3,[<1,1,1>,<2,1,1>,<6,1,1>,<7,1,1>,
<2,2,1>,<3,2,1>,<4,2,1>,<7,2,1>,
<4,3,1>,<5,3,1>,<6,3,1>,<7,3,1>]);
block_sings := [SparseMatrix(Z2,5,2,[<2,1,1>,<3,1,1>,<4,1,1>,<4,2,1>,<5,2,1>]),
SparseMatrix(Z2,5,2,[<1,1,1>,<3,1,1>,<4,1,1>,<4,2,1>,<5,2,1>]),
SparseMatrix(Z2,5,2,[<1,1,1>,<2,1,1>,<4,1,1>,<4,2,1>,<5,2,1>])];
The matrix block consists of the three columns each of which records the values of the
pairing of the vertices of the cube shown in Figure 3.3 (identified with elements of Z32) with
a standard basis vector in (Z32)?.
In fact, since no edge of Q meets ∆, ι2 is a block diagonal matrix in which every sub-
block is a copy of block, and the matrix is defined in Listing 11, stored in the variable
name linear map 2.
Listing 11. Constructing maps between C˘ech complexes: 2
linear_maps_2 := SparseMatrix(Z2,0,0,[]);
for i in [1..NumberOfRows(incidence)] do
linear_maps_2 := DiagonalJoin(linear_maps_2,block);
end for;
The sequence block sings stores three 5 × 2 matrices. Fixing a segment of ∆ and a
corresponding element M of sing paste, multiplying M with the appropriate element of
block sings we obtain a 7 × 2 matrix whose columns are monodromy invariant linear
functions around the given segment of ∆. Note that the function given by sending all the
monodromy invariant elements of Z32 to 0 and all others to 1 is always linear and monodromy
invariant. Thus, recalling that the first three columns of every matrix in sing paste
records the monodromy invariant sheets of pi, the column with entries (0, 0, 0, 1, 1) appears
in every matrix in block sings. The remaining column corresponds to the linear function
evaluating to 1 on two sheets exchanged by monodromy and two of the remaining sheets.
For example we can take the function sending vertices {1, 2, 6, 7} of the left-most cube
shown in Figure 3.3 to 1 and sending all other vertices to 0.
The only sub-blocks of ι1 which correspond to faces of Q intersecting ∆ are those of
class 2, 2 (nn) and 2, 3 (np). Recalling the ordering on classes of faces of Q used in the
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construction of δ1, we construct ι1 (stored in the variable linear maps 1) in three stages.
First we form a block diagonal matrix consisting of NumberOfColumns(incidence 12 122)
copies of block. Second we treat the faces of class 2, 2 and 2, 3, which intersect the singular
locus. Finally we add copies of block corresponding to the remaining classes of faces of
Q (which do not intersect ∆).
The construction of ι1 for faces of class 2, 2 and 2, 3 is a little more involved, since we
need to determine which faces intersect the singular locus, and of these which block in
block sings we require. We employ the function mono index to determine which of the
three matrices in block sings we add to linear maps 1.
mono_index := function(A)
pos := Matrix(Z2,[[0,1,1,1,0,0,1],[0,0,0,1,1,1,1],[1,1,0,0,0,1,1]]);
indices := [i : i in [1..7] | A[i,4] ne 0];
big_index := [k : k in [1..7] | ColumnSubmatrix(pos,k,1) eq
ColumnSubmatrix(pos,indices[1],1)+ColumnSubmatrix(pos,indices[2],1)][1];
index := [l : l in [1,2,3] | A[big_index,l] ne 0][1];
return index;
end function;
The function mono index defines the matrix pos, rows of which record the three possible
functions on elements of Z32, ordered as in Figure 3.3, induced by pairing with standard
basis elements of (Z32)?. The variable indices records the first pair vertices of the cube to
be exchanged by monodromy, call these v1, v2. The monodromy direction vector can now be
computed by taking the difference of the vectors in Z32 corresponding to these two vertices.
The vertex corresponding to this vector of Z32 is recorded in big index. A monodromy
invariant linear function is determined by setting v to 0, v1 and v2 to 1 and extending by
linearity. We identify which function of block sings corresponds to this linear function
and return this index.
We verify that the image of δ1 ◦ ι1 has codimension one in im δ1 ∩ im ι2 in
acyclic cover computation.m.
smaller_space := RowSpace(Transpose(incidence_full*linear_maps_1));
larger_space := RowSpace(Transpose(incidence_full)) meet
RowSpace(Transpose(linear_maps_2));
print "Dimension of the composition:\n", Rank(smaller_space);
print "Dimension of the intersection:\n", Dimension(larger_space);
print "Is composition contained in the intersection:\n", smaller_space
subset larger_space;
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// Now we generate the tropical cycle via a complement of this space
tropical_cycle := Eltseq(Basis(Complement(larger_space,smaller_space))[1]);
non_zero_indices := [i : i in [1..#tropical_cycle] | tropical_cycle[i] ne 0];
support_indices := {((i-1) div 7)+1 : i in non_zero_indices};
We output the indices of the edges of Q (rows of incidence) which appear in the
support of the tropical cycle. The support of the representative tropical cycle is supported
on 58 edges of Q. Of these 48 have type 1, 2, 3 (tnp):
1476, 1632, 1788, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1935, 1936, 1937, 1938,
1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, 2022, 2036, 2037, 2038,
2039, 2040, 2041, 2042, 2043, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047, 2048,
2075, 2076, 2077, 2078, 2079, 2080, 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084,
2085, 2086, 2087, 2100.
The remaining 14 edges of Q have indices:
2146, 2157, 2159, 2160, 2325, 2330, 2332, 2856, 2859, 2874,
2880, 3024, 3096, 3120
The triples of faces describing the location of each of these edges is recorded in
tropical cycle data.m.
B.6. Coarse cover calculation. We have considered the computation of the C˘ech com-
plex described in § 4, and the subsequent tropical cycle calculations. We now consider
the calculations used in § 7. These make use of a much coarser open cover U of B,
at the cost of a more complicated E2 page of the corresponding C˘ech-to-derived spec-
tral sequence. The calculation may be implemented by running the Magma script file
coarse cover computation.m in the supplementary material.
The statement of Theorem 7.3 requires the computation of seven non-zero C˘ech coho-
mology groups H˘ i(U ,HjR), with i, j ∈ Z≥0 and where R is either Z and Z2. We consider
first the computation of H˘ i(U ,H1Z), for i ∈ {0, 1}. The C˘ech complex for H1Z consists of
two terms,
C˘0(U ,H1Z) δ−→ C˘1(U ,H1Z).
Moreover we have that C˘i(U ,H1Z) ∼= Z240 for i ∈ {0, 1}, see § 7. The 240 × 240 ma-
trix representing δ admits a block decomposition. In particular every double intersection
with non-trivial first cohomology in the pre-image of pi is the intersection of an open set
associated with an edge and an open set associated with a triangular face.
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We order the columns of δ by the ordering on the faces, followed by the ordering of the
edges. We order the rows by ordering double intersections lexicographically based on the
indices of the faces and edges which associated with each double intersection. Part of this
block decomposition is shown below. Note that each (block) column contains three blocks,
as each triangular face has three edges, and each edge is contained in three triangular faces.
Moreover each (block) row contains two blocks, one in the left half, and one in the right
of the block decomposition shown below, as each double intersection is the intersection of
one open set corresponding to an edge, and one corresponding to a triangular face.
face edge
(face, edge) 1 · · · 7 · · · 10 1 · · · 10
(1, 1) ? · · · 0 · · · 0 ? · · · 0
(7, 1) 0 · · · ? · · · 0 ? · · · 0
(10, 1) 0 · · · 0 · · · ? ? · · · 0
· · · · · · · · ·
(10, 10) 0 · · · 0 · · · ? 0 · · · ?
We construct the matrix δ one block column at a time, using
Meets 23 := [[f,e] : f in [1..10], e in [1..10] | e in edges of fs[f]];
to determine which submatrices are non-zero. We give the listing for this construction,
having removed the details of the blocks themselves in Listing 12.
Listing 12. Constructing the matrix δ
// We construct the right hand block matrix. We make 10 blocks of columns
// (one for each 2-face of P) each block has 18 columns.
for f in [1..10] do
curr_col := SparseMatrix(Integers(),0,12,[]);
for m in Meets_23 do
// If m contains the 2-face corresponding to the current column I need a
block here.
if f eq m[1] then
curr_col := VerticalJoin(curr_col,<<Insert Block>>);
else
// If m does not contain the 2-face we append a zero block.
curr_col := VerticalJoin(curr_col,SparseMatrix(Integers(),8,12,[]));
end if;
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end for;
// Now we join the current column to the the left half of the differential.
LH := HorizontalJoin(LH,curr_col);
end for;
// We construct the right hand block matrix similarly.
for e in [1..10] do
curr_col := SparseMatrix(Integers(),0,12,[]);
for m in Meets_23 do
if e eq m[2] then
curr_col := VerticalJoin(curr_col,<<Insert Block>>);
else
curr_col := VerticalJoin(curr_col,SparseMatrix(Integers(),8,12,[]));
end if;
end for;
RH := HorizontalJoin(RH,curr_col);
end for;
// We form the Cech differential by joining the left and right halves,
// together with the sign change (though noting that this will not
// affect the rank of this matrix).
Cech_H1 := HorizontalJoin(LH,ScalarSparseMatrix(240,-1)*RH);
The most delicate part of this calculation is the definition of the sub-matrices of δ. To
construct these we choose oriented cycles defining bases of H tf1 (L
σ
R), and H1(pi
−1(Uσ,τ )),
where τ ⊂ σ are an edge and face of ∆P4 respectively.
We recall that pi−1(Uσ,τ ) is homotopy equivalent to a union of 8 circles. Recalling that
the edge τ is oriented by the ordering of its vertices, we fix an ordering of the sheets of pi
over a basepoint near τ (we take this basepoint to lie in a fixed tetrahedron containing σ:
ts of fs[f][1], where f ∈ [10] is the index of σ). This ordering determines an orientation
for the eight circles in pi−1(Uσ,τ ) by orienting the arcs in each circle with the lowest index
sheet in the direction of τ , and endowing the remaining arcs with the reverse orientation.
We denote these eight circles νij where i ∈ {1, 2} records the connected component of the
circle in pi−1(Uσ,τ ), and j ∈ {1, . . . , 4} records the position of the circle along τ , starting
from the vertex of τ with lowest index. We order the two connected components by insisting
that the index of the minimal sheet appearing in each ν1j is lower than the minimal index
labelling an arc of ν2j .
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A basis of H tf1 (L
σ
R) was given in § 7, and denoted γij. A key point of difficulty is that we
orient the edges of the face σ anti-clockwise to define orientations for γij, but orient edges
from lowest vertex index to highest to orient the cycles νij. We orient γ
i
j by noting that γ
i
j
consists of a pair of arcs, each labelled with a pair of sheets of pi. We orient γij by orienting
the arc corresponding to the lowest index sheet of pi in the anti-clockwise direction, and
endow the remaining arc with the reverse orientation. Note also the ordering of the circles
γ3i indicated in Figure 7.2 and Figure B.11 runs against the ordering from lowest index
vertex to highest on the neighbouring edge. We wish to express the homology classes of
cycles νij in terms of the cycles γ
a
b .
Example B.3. Consider the pre-image of the red dashed segment in Figure B.11 between
γ11 and γ
1
2 . The pre-image of this segment in L
σ
R is a circle, and orienting this by recalling
that sheets of pi in LσR over this segment are labelled with a pair of indices, and orienting
this cycle γ by orienting the arc with the minimal index in the direction of the edge from
v1 to v2, we compute that γ is identified with −γ24 in H tf1 (LσR). Note the sign difference
is due to the difference in orientation of the arc with minimal index sheet, compared with
that of γ24 , the orientation of which is determined by orienting the lowest index arc in the
direction from v2 to v3.
Similar calculations to that made in Example B.3 can be made for any of the segments
of ∆ lying in σ between segments shown in Figure B.11 labelled with γij.
The left hand block of δ consists of block columns indexed by triangular faces σ of ∆P4 .
Each submatrix records the effect in cohomology of inclusion of the 2 sets of 4 circles lying
over Uσ,τ for a fixed τ ⊂ σ into the space LσR. This is shown in Figure B.11, which also
shows the ordering of the basis over double intersections(via the labelling of circles with
elements of {1, . . . , 8}. Denote the submatrix δ in column σ and row (σ, τ) by δLσ,τ . The
construction of δLσ,τ consists of two parts: identifying the matrix up to sign, and determining
signs.
First note that δLσ,τ has a block decomposition into six 4× 4 submatrices of the form
δLσ,τ :=
γ1j γ
2
j γ
3
j
ν1j ? ? ?
ν1j ? ? ?
where the rows correspond to generators of H1(pi
−1(Uσ,τ )), and the columns to the 12
generators γij of H
tf
1 (pi
−1(Uσ)). We first determine, up to sign, which cycles γij are used to
express a cycle νij in H
tf
1 (Uσ). To do this we push ν
i
j onto pi
−1(∆). For example, if τ is
the edge between v1 and v2 in Figure B.11, ν
1
1 breaks up (up to sign) into γ
1
1 and γ
2
4 , see
Example B.3. Similarly if τ is the edge between v2 and v3, one of the corresponding circles
breaks up into a circles of class γ31 and γ
1
4 .
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Figure B.11. Orienting cycles over a face.
To keep track of which edges of σ connect which vertices we use the variable place. The
edge τ of σ has place i ∈ [3] if, ordering the vertices v
i
, for i ∈ [3], of σ anti-clockwise as
shown in Figure B.11, τ joins v
j
and v
k
where j ∈ [3], k ∈ [3], and i /∈ {j, k}.
Listing 13 describes the block construction of this submatrix of δ. Forming the block
matrix obtained horizontally joining the three block matrices in LH blocks with indices
gluing table[i] respectively, we obtain a matrix with 8 rows and 12 columns. Each row
corresponds to a circle ν
i
j
, ordered by j and then by i, and each column to a circle γ
a
b
,
ordered by a and then b. This matrix contains a value 1 if the circle γ
a
b
appears in the
expression for ν
i
j
.
Listing 13. A further block decomposition for submatrices of δ
LH_A := VerticalJoin(IdentityMatrix(Integers(),4),IdentityMatrix(Integers(),4));
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LH_B :=
Matrix(Z,8,4,[<1,4,1>,<2,3,1>,<3,2,1>,<4,1,1>,<5,4,1>,<6,3,1>,<7,2,1>,<8,1,1>]);
LH_Z := Matrix(Z,8,4,[]);
LH_blocks := [LH_A,LH_B,LH_Z];
gluing_table := [[3,1,2],[1,3,2],[1,2,3]];
...
// ’f’ stores the index of the face \sigma, m stores the pair [f,e] of the
//indices of \sigma and \tau.
deleted_vertex := [v : v in vertices_of_fs[f] | v notin
vertices_of_es[m[2]]][1];
place := Index(vertices_of_fs[f],deleted_vertex);
// ’signs’ is a pair of pairs of integers \pm 1, which record the sign
// changes to make to the block matrices.
LH_sign_A :=
DiagonalJoin(ScalarMatrix(4,signs[1][1]),ScalarMatrix(4,signs[2][1]))*LH_A;
LH_sign_B :=
DiagonalJoin(ScalarMatrix(4,signs[1][2]),ScalarMatrix(4,signs[2][2]))*LH_B;
LH_sign_blocks := [LH_sign_A,LH_sign_B,LH_Z];
LH_total := HorizontalJoin(
HorizontalJoin(LH_sign_blocks[gluing_table[place][1]],
LH_sign_blocks[gluing_table[place][2]]),
LH_sign_blocks[gluing_table[place][3]]);
The signs are determined in the function find face signs. This function takes in the
face, edge and place of a circle νij. The function determines the index of tetrahedron
ts of fs[f][1] containing σ, used to fix an ordering on the sheets of pi. This determines
the indices of the sheets used in the arcs of the circles νij, and these indices are stored
in sheets used. We then express νij as a sum ±γab ± γcd by sliding νij over ∆. The
pair of sheets labelling each arc of γab and γ
c
d are stored in combining sheets 1, and
combining sheets 2.
If the arc of νij given by the lowest index sheet of pi breaks into arcs of γ
a
b and γ
c
d with
the lowest sheet index, we have that νij ' γab − γcd, see Example B.3. If this is not the
case we must flip the corresponding signs. See Listing 14. Recall that if τ has place = 2
we need to reverse all signs we have determines, as the corresponding circles νij are given
the reverse orientation in this case (since τ is oriented from v1 to v3, and so far we have
assumed the anti-clockwise ordering in find face signs).
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Listing 14. Determining relative cycle orientations.
for i in [1,2] do
if sheets_used[i][1] in combining_sheets_1[2] then
signs[i][1] := -1;
end if;
if sheets_used[i][1] in combining_sheets_2[1] then
signs[i][2] := -1;
end if;
end for;
We now consider the right hand half of the matrix δ, corresponding to block columns
which index edges τ of ∆P4 . To fix a basis for H
tf
1 (pi
−1(Uτ )) we fix the basepoint v, equal
to vertices of es[e][1], where e ∈ [10] is the index of τ . Ordering the sheets of pi over
v, circles in pi−1(Uτ ) consist of a pair of arcs, each indexed by the ordering of the sheets of
pi. We orient these circles by orienting the arc of lower index in each circle in the direction
from vertices of es[e][1] to vertices of es[e][2], or, in the notation of Figure B.11,
from v1 to v2. We endow the remaining arcs with the reverse orientation.
Let δRσ,τ denote the submatrix of δ in column τ , and row (σ, τ). This submatrix decom-
poses into six block of 4× 4 submatrices. The rows of this decomposition are indexed by
the connected components of pi−1(Uσ,τ ) ∩ LσR, and the columns are indexed by the three
connected components of pi−1(Uσ,τ ) with non-trivial first homology groups. We let µij de-
note the 12 circles in pi−1(Uτ ), where i ∈ [3] records the connected component containing
µij, while j ∈ [4] records the position of µij along τ .
δRσ,τ :=
µ1j µ
2
j µ
3
j
ν1j ? ? ?
ν1j ? ? ?
We order the three connected components by the minimal index of a sheet labelling an
arc of µij. For example the sheets labelling arcs in µ
i
j might have indices {1, 7}, {3, 6}, and
{4, 5} (in that order) for each i ∈ [3] respectively. The three components of pi−1(Uτ ) and
two components of pi−1(Uσ,τ ) ∩ LσR are shown in Figure B.12.
All but 2 of the six blocks in δRσ,τ are equal to zero, and up to reordering the 3 block
columns and changing signs, δRσ,τ contains an 8×8 identity submatrix, and all other entries
vanish. The signs, and ordering of the block columns, is performed in find edge matrix
which returns a 2× 3 matrix with two non-zero entries, equal to ±1. The assembly of the
block δRσ,τ is shown in Listing 15.
Listing 15. Assembling blocks in δRσ,τ .
edge_mtx := find_edge_matrix(m[1],e);
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Figure B.12. The block decomposition of the map H
1
(pi
−1
(U
σ,τ
)) ↪→ H
1
(pi
−1
(U
τ
))
block := VerticalJoin(
HorizontalJoin(
HorizontalJoin(ScalarMatrix(4,edge_mtx[1,1]),ScalarMatrix(4,edge_mtx[1,2])),
ScalarMatrix(4,edge_mtx[1,3])),
HorizontalJoin(
HorizontalJoin(ScalarMatrix(4,edge_mtx[2,1]),ScalarMatrix(4,edge_mtx[2,2])),
ScalarMatrix(4,edge_mtx[2,3])));
curr_col := VerticalJoin(curr_col,block);
The function find edge matrix first records the sheets used in the cycles ν
i
j
appearing
over U
σ,τ
, relative to a given trivialisation of pi over a point in a tetrahedron
nearby := Explode([t : t in [1..5] | f in faces of ts[t]]);
containing σ, stored in sheets used. It then determines the sheets appearing in the 12
circles contained in pi
−1
(U
τ
) (see Figure B.12), using a trivialisation of pi over the vertex,
first vertex := vertices of es[e][1];
of τ . These indices are stored in sheets used p. We then use the permutation
Paste[[nearby,first vertex]]
to compare the trivialisation of pi to label circles in pi
−1
(U
σ,τ
) with the labels stored in
sheets used p. The subsequent change in order and orientation of the cycles ν
i
j
is stored
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in edge mtx. This matrix then determines the matrix δRσ,τ , and, iterating over faces σ and
τ , completes the construction of δ.
The remaining groups H˘ i(U ,H0Z), i ∈ {0 . . . , 3}, are computed using identical methods
to those used in our computations of C˘ech cohomology groups with respect to the cover
described in § 4. Thus while we describe the block matrix decomposition of the C˘ech
differentials, we do not analyse the construction of the submatrices here.
Recall from § 7 that the C˘ech complex we compute has the form
0 −→ Z115 δ0−→ Z710 δ1−→ Z1190 δ1−→ Z595 −→ 0.
We compute δ1 in coarse cech 0 1.m and compute δ2 in coarse cech 0 2.m. Each of
these matrices has a block decomposition as above, given by a partition of the open sets
into different classes. Indeed by definition U is the union of three classes of open sets,
corresponding to the facets, triangular faces and edges of ∆P4 . We denote these classes
as 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Recall that the open sets of class three cover the vertices of
the corresponding edges, and hence there is no class 4 associated with the vertices of ∆P4 .
Computing the number of open sets in each class, and the number of sheets over that class
we obtain the following tables.
Class of U Size of class pi0(pi
−1(U))
1 5 7
2 10 4
3 10 4
Class of U Size of class pi0(pi
−1(U))
12 20 7
13 30 7
23 30 5
33 30 7
Class of U Size of class pi0(pi
−1(U))
123 60 7
133 60 7
233 30 7
333 20 7
Class of U Size of class pi0(pi
−1(U))
1233 60 7
1333 20 7
3333 5 7
Note that we recover the ranks of the C˘ech cochain groups by taking the sum of the
entries in the column vector formed by taking the product of the second and third columns
of each of the four tables. The Magma script coarse cover computation.m then computes
the ranks and Smith normal form of each of the matrices, from which Theorem 7.3 follows.
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